VATICAN TOURS
Morning Vatican Tour with Secret Room
Enjoy a morning tour of the Va can Museums with exclusive access to see hidden artwork behind an
unlocked door, reserved exclusively for this tour!

▪ VISIT THE VATICAN MUSEUMS 1 HOUR BEFORE IT OPENS TO THE PUBLIC
▪ SEE THE HIDDEN ART BEHIND AN UNLOCKED DOOR, RESERVED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THIS TOUR
▪ ADMIRE THE WONDERS OF THE RAPHAEL ROOMS AND THE SISTINE CHAPEL
You will start your tour of the Va can Museums by visi ng an exclusive room opened for LivItaly. Our
expert guide will walk you to a secret room, the Cabinet of the Masks. Your guide will tell you tales about
the statues of the Three Graces which include depic ons of Aphrodite and Nympha. During this me,
you will be lead through the Hall of Animals, Gallery of Statues and Hall of Busts which holds precious
masterpieces hidden to the general public. Once you have enjoyed the Va can secret room, you will
make your way through the rest of the beauty that the Va can Museums oﬀers, including Michelangelo’s
Sis ne Chapel. A er the Va can Museums, your guide will take you and your small group to St Peter’s
Basilica, which holds a wealth of art including the Pieta by Michelangelo.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Va can Night Small Group Tour with Secret Rooms
The Va can Night Tour is the perfect way to escape the busy crowds and the summer heat. We enter the
Va can Museums at 8 PM, when the a ernoon crowds have le the hallways and we can explore the
Papal treasures without being pushed around. Your guide will take you to the magniﬁcent and colorful
Raphael Room. You will walk around the surrounding rooms and see the beau ful galleries that make up
the Va can Museums. Your tour guide will guide you into the VIP area of the Cabinet of the Masks and
immediately you will get an idea of why this may be one of the Va can’s best kept secrets. The stunning
mosaic ﬂoors were brought over from Hadrian’s Villa in Tivoli, just outside of Rome. A er this, we reach
Michelangelo’s masterpiece, the Sis ne Chapel, where you will have plenty of me to admire the
astonishing ceiling and the Last Judgment day.
Express Early Sis ne Chapel Tour
Make the most of your me in Rome by bea ng the crowds and enjoying direct access into the Va can
Museums to see Michelangelo’s masterpiece - the Sis ne chapel.
▪ ENJOY A TOUR DEDICATED TO MICHELANGELO AND HIS MASTERPIECE -THE SISTINE CHAPEL
▪ BEAT THE CROWDS WITH DIRECT ACCESS INTO THE SISTINE CHAPEL. NO LINES. NO WAIT.
▪ GET AN ADVANTAGE BY ACCESSING THE SISTINE CHAPEL 1 HOUR BEFORE THE GENERAL PUBLIC
▪ EXPLORE THE LARGEST CHURCH IN THE WORLD IN ALL ITS SPLENDOR -ST PETER’S BASILICA
You will be greeted by your expert guide at 7.30AM just in front of the Vatican Museums. Your

tour will start with a look into the life and genius of Michelangelo Buonarro , the mastermind behind
the Sis ne Chapel. Seeing the Sis ne Chapel is a once in a life me experience. Once you have taken in all
the beauty of the Sis ne Chapel, your guide will lead you to the por co of St Peter’s Basilica, just outside
the chapel.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Early Entrance Va can Tour
Our Vatican tour with privileged entrance lets you get inside the Sistine Chapel before the
general
public!
▪ PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE TO THE VATICAN MUSEUMS
▪ PINECONE COURTYARD & VATICAN GARDENS
▪ TERRACE
▪ BELVEDERE TORSO
▪ OCTAGONAL COURTYARD & BELVEDERE PALACE
▪ APOLLO BELVEDERE & LACOON PRIEST OF TROY
▪ ROUND ROOM
▪ GREEK CROSS ROOM
▪ GALLERY OF CANDELABRA
▪ GALLERY OF TAPESTRIES
▪ GALLERY OF MAPS
▪ RAPHAEL ROOMS
▪ SISTINE CHAPEL
▪ SAINT PETER’S BASILICA
The privileged entrance into the Vatican Museums at 8AM lets you enter one hour before the Museums
oﬃcially open to the general public. This is a special opportunity to explore the treasures of the Va can
Museums and visit a freshly awakened Sistine Chapel. You’ll get a rare opportunity to admire
Michelangelo’s ceiling frescoes and the Last Judgment without the crowds. A er the Sis ne Chapel, your
guide will loop you back to the beginning of the art collect on and show you the highlights of the Va can
Museums. You will learn about the greatest statues, from the mysterious composite on of the Greek
statues of the Laocoon to the Apollo Belvedere and the inspiring Belvedere Torso. After taking some
me to see the Raphael Rooms and the surrounding art work, your guide will take you to Saint
Peter’s Basilica, the largest Catholic church in the world.
* This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Vatican & Sistine Chapel Tours
You will get VIP access to the Va can Museums, a luxury that can save you up to two hours of wai ng in
line! The tour features highlights of the Papal palaces. As you observe some of the most important art
in the history of western civilization, our expert Va can guides will not only enlighten you with
its fascinating history but also share bits of gossip and other li le-known stories about the popes and
the artists represented. The museum tour culminates at the Sistine Chapel, one of the greatest and
most famous examples of Michelangelo’s artistic genius. Finally, you will have VIP access directly to St.
Peter’s

Basilica (skipping yet another long line!) for an awe-inspiring guided visit to the most immense and
ornate church in the world!
*These tours are oﬀered as small group or private tours
Va can A er-Hours Tour
The Va can Night Tour is the perfect way to escape the busy crowds and the summer heat. We enter the
Va can Museums at 8 PM, when the a ernoon crowds have le the hallways and we
can explore the Papal treasures without being pushed around. Your guide will take you to the
magniﬁcent and colorful Raphael Room. You will walk around the surrounding rooms and see the
beau ful galleries that make up the Va can Museums. A er this, we reach Michelangelo’s masterpiece,
the Sis ne Chapel, where you will have plenty of me to admire the astonishing ceiling and the Last
Judgment day. We exit the Sis ne Chapel and ﬁnd ourselves on Saint Peter’s Square, facing the grandiose
Basilica in the mild summer evening air. The Va can Night Tours are oﬀered every Friday at 8 pm from
May to October (except for August). Tickets are very limited.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Deluxe Va can Private Tour
A true in-depth journey through one of the greatest art collec ons of the world!
▪ ENTRY TICKETS & RESERVATION FEES
▪ PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE
▪ PINECONE COURTYARD AND VATICAN
▪ GARDENS TERRACE AND ETRUSCAN MUSEUM
▪ OCTAGONAL COURTYARD AND BELVEDERE PALACE
▪ MUSES ROOM & BELVEDERE TORSO
▪ ROUND ROOM
▪ GREEK CROSS ROOM
▪ LUNCH IN CAFETERIA OF THE MUSEUMS
▪ GALLERY OF CANDELABRA
▪ GALLERY OF TAPESTRIES
▪ GALLERY OF MAPS
▪ RAPHAEL ROOMS AND BORGIA APARTMENTS
▪ SISTINE CHAPEL AND SAINT PETER’S BASILICA
LivItaly’s Deluxe Private Va can Tour is the ul mate tour for travelers who want a comprehensive
overview of one of the greatest museums in the world. This 6 hour tour starts in the morning to make
sure that you are able to see all of the artwork at your own pace. Your expert guide will walk you
through some of the museums highlights including; the Pain ng Gallery, the Gallery of Maps, The Gallery
of Tapestries, the Raphael Rooms, the Pinecone Courtyard and of course Michelangelo’s famous frescoes
in the Sis ne Chapel. As well as seeing the highlights, your guide will take you away from the crowds to
explore the less visited areas. One of the highlights of this tour is the exclusive access to three secret
rooms that are opened to LivItaly’s guests! A er your extensive walk through the Museums, you will get
to sit down and have a light lunch before your journey con nues to Saint Peter’s Basilica.

Saint Peter’s Basilica Tour
Your expert LivItaly tour guide will lead you on a comprehensive guided tour from the sacred papal
tombs all the way to the top of Michelangelo’s dome for majes c views of Rome and Va can City. A er
you climb the 281 steps to the top of the dome for these breathtaking views, make your way through the
world's largest church - St Peter's Basilica. Discover the marvels of Baroque & Renaissance art by
Michelangelo, Bernini & more.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Private Va can Breakfast Tour
Meet your guide outside the Va can Museums before entering and enjoying an early morning VIP buﬀet
breakfast in the Va can Pinecone Courtyard. What’s on the menu? Unlimited scrambled eggs, boiled
eggs, sausages, bacon, pancakes, a selec on of fresh breads, fresh fruits, yogurts, cereal, juices and
plenty more. With this tour you get exclusive skip-the-line access to the Va can Museums - no wai ng in
line! Your top rated guide will lead you through some of High Renaissance's most famous works by
Michelangelo, Raphael & more. Your tour wouldn’t be complete without experiencing one of Rome's
most magical highlights - Michelangelo's Sis ne Chapel. Your tour ends at the largest church in the world
– Saint Peter’s Basilica.
Va can Treasure Hunt - Private Family Tour
Let our tour guide bring the Va can Museums to life with hidden treasures and prices perfect for your
family.
▪ AN EXCITING SCAVENGER HUNT THAT IS FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!
▪ THE VATICAN MUSEUMS WILL KEEP YOUR KIDS ENTERTAINED FOR HOURS
▪ EXPERIENCE THE SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST. PETERÕS BASILICA WITH YOUR PRIVATE GUIDE
LivItaly’s Va can treasure hunt is a fantas c way to get kids excited about history, and a fun experience
for the en re family! This kid-friendly Va can tour includes highlights of the Va can Museums, the
Sis ne Chapel, St. Peter’s Basilica and some gems added exclusively for the li le ones! All the li le ones
will be provided with original LivItaly treasure maps to entertain and quiz them along the way. The best
way to teach children is to involve them, and that’s just what our tours do! We oﬀer fun and engaging
ways to learn about some of the world’s most famous sculptures, pain ngs and ar sts that ﬁll the unique
hallways of the Va can! By the end of the tour, kids will have a new sense of who Michelangelo, Raphael,
Donatello and Leonardo really are! Did you know the museums have a collec on of cars and carriages
that few people get to see? Your kids will love seeing the gold horse carriages and vintage cars that
Popes have used throughout history!
* This tour has an upgrade op on of Mosaic or Fresco workshop at ART LABS

COLOSSEUM TOURS
Colosseum Underground Tour
A complete historical experience! Visit the icons of Rome, the Colosseum, and access the Underground.

▪ ENTRY TICKETS AND RESERVATION FEES
▪ PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE
▪ ACCESS TO THE UNDERGROUND ARENA & 3RD TIER
▪ PALATINE HILL
▪ MAMERTINE CELL
▪ BASILICA JULIA
▪ BASILICA AEMILIA
▪ ARCH OF SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
▪ CAESAR’S TEMPLE
▪ ARCH OF TITUS
Travel back in me and experience the days of the ancient Romans with our Colosseum Underground
tours. Your adventure begins at the most famous ancient monument in the world,
the Colosseum. You will plunge into the depths of the underground of the Colosseum, allowing you to
relive the excitement the gladiators felt before entering the arena. Together with your LivItaly tour guide,
you will explore the labyrinth-like corridors and chambers under the Arena level, where wild animals and
ﬁghters were held before shows. We con nue the tour through the restricted area by climbing up to
second ﬂoor of the Colosseum and admiring a unique and beau ful view of the en re structure of the
Ancient Amphitheatre. Your guide will walk with you along the cobblestone streets to the Pala ne Hill,
the centre most of the Seven Hills and you will learn about the origins of Rome while walking under
beau ful pinecone trees and onto founder’s footsteps. The hill towers 40 meters, allowing you an
op mal view of the Roman Forum from one side and Circus Maximus on the other. Finally, we end the
tour by walking down to the excava on site of the Roman Forum, the place for the people. Here, you will
visit ancient temples, theatres, and government buildings, allowing you to experience how Roman life
was over 2000 years ago. The Colosseum Underground tour includes direct access to all the sites,
allowing you to skip the o en long cke ng line.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group tour or a private Colosseum tour with extra small group
Colosseum underground por on
Top Tiers Colosseum Small Group Tour
LivItaly’s Colosseum Top Tiers Tour will not only give you a look into the history of gladiator ﬁghts, but an
overview of what Roman life and people were like 2000 years ago. This ancient Roman landmark has
opened its upper levels a er over 40 years of restricted access to the public. This is deﬁnitely a
Colosseum tour worth a visit. The unrivaled and stunning aerial views of the Colosseum and of the
ancient Roman Forum and Pala ne hill alone are worth booking this Colosseum Top Tier Tour.
Colosseum Treasure Hunt - Private Family Tour
Learn all about the gladiators & Colosseum ba les in a fun and interac ve way with a treasure hunt tour
of the Colosseum!
▪ ENJOY A PRIVATE FAMILY TOUR - A FUN WAY TO SEE THE COLOSSEUM & FORUM ALL IN ONE
▪ EVERY CHILD WILL FEEL LIKE A REAL ARCHAEOLOGIST WITH TREASURE MAPS, GADGETS &
QUESTIONNAIRES

▪ LEARN ALL ABOUT THE GLADIATORS AND a COLOSSEUM BATTLES FROM AN EXPERT GUIDE
▪ VISIT TOP ROMAN FORUM SITES, INCLUDING CAESAR’S TEMPLE, CALIGULA’S MURDER SPOT
LivItaly’s Colosseum treasure hunt private family tour is ideal for families who want a tour that gets
children excited about history, while keeping adults just as curious! LivItaly believes that each tour is a
great opportunity to engage and learn with your kids, this is why we have created a tour that is fun for
the whole family. Your tour will begin at one of the most beau ful monuments of Rome -the Colosseum!
Admire ancient Rome’s iconic accomplishment, a perfect backdrop for a family photo! Make sure your
children are listening carefully and have map in hand because your private tour guide will immediately
start with ques ons to begin the scavenger hunt! Learn about the gladiator games and the wild animal
hunts as you walk through this 2000 year old landmark of Rome. A er being amazed by the tales behind
the Colosseum, your tour guide will take you to the ancient Roman Forum. The impressive Roman Forum
is an explorer’s paradise and your treasure map will help you learn the stories of “downtown” Rome.
Climb over ancient ruins and even drink from genuine Roman fountain! The history of this site is sure to
appeal to children and adults! Our ﬁnal stop leads us to the remains of the temple of ancient history’s
most famous character, Julius Caesar.
Private Colosseum Tour with Ancient City
No trip to Rome is complete without a comprehensive visit to the world’s largest amphitheater – the
Colosseum! LivItaly’s Private Colosseum Tour Including the Roman Forum & Pala ne Hill will bring you
back in me to 2000 years ago, when Rome ruled the world. Your tour will include a virtual reality
reconstruc on of Ancient Rome so your experience is enhanced to truly give you a once in a life me
experience. You will receive LivItaly’s original VR cardboard glasses so you can see what Rome looked like
two millennial ago, and they are yours to keep!
Colosseum VR Small Group Tour
LivItaly’s Colosseum VR Tour with Arena Floor and Gladiator Entrance is the perfect tour to help you
explore the Colosseum, Pala ne Hill & Roman Forum with an expert Livitaly tour guide in a group of
maximum 6 people! Your experience will be enhanced even more by virtual reality reconstruc ons of
the surrounding architecture so you can get an idea of what Rome really looked like thousands of years
ago. This tour includes exclusive access through the “Gladiator Gate” entrance and access to the
Colosseum arena ﬂoor! A er a thrilling visit to the Colosseum, your small group tour will proceed to
another magniﬁcent archaeological site – the Pala ne Hill and Roman Forum. Learn the stories of the
origins of Rome and the strategy that helped this ancient power grow.
Colosseum & Domus Aurea Small Group Tour
LivItaly’s Colosseum and Domus Aurea Tour which includes virtual reality is a must for visitors interested
in cu ng edge trends in tourism, and for travelers who want to get a visual idea of what Ancient Rome
looked like 2000 years ago. A er your expert LivItaly guide leads you through the Colosseum, your local
guide will escort you and your semi-private group just a short walk outside the Colosseum to the opulent
Domus Aurea, Nero’s Golden Palace which he strategically had built for him right in the heart of the
Eternal City. LivItaly will escort you to this ac ve excava on site (where you will be given hard hats!) and
guests will be le in good hands with a Domus Aurea oﬃcial English-speaking tour guide who specializes
in either Art History or Archeology. Please note that your group size will now increase in size (up to 22
people) as per Domus Aurea excava on ground policy. Rest assured that the quality of these passionate

guides remain the same.

ROME TOURS
Rome Walking Tours
Our Rome Small Group Walking Tour is the perfect introduc on to Rome. We start at the picture perfect
Spanish Steps and enter Rome’s maze of charming cobblestone streets. Along the way, your guide will
recount stories and historical anecdotes of the many li le fountains, important buildings, and hidden
piazzas that are tucked away in every corner of this magniﬁcent city. As we weave in and out of the
labyrinth of narrow streets we will ﬁnd ourselves in front of the Pantheon. Our Rome Small Group
Walking tour will con nue on to arguably the most famous fountain in the world, the Trevi Fountain.
Next, we will stop for gelato** at our favorite authen c Roman gelateria. The tour will conclude with a
visit to Piazza Navona, host to Bernini’s fabulous Four Rivers Fountain.
*This tour is oﬀered as a day me small group or private, sunrise small group or private or sunset private
tour.
**The sunrise tour includes a typical breakfast of a corne o and cappuccino instead of gelato upon
commencement of the tour
Rome Photography Small Group Tour
Led during the world-famous Roman “Golden hour” the experience is a fantas c balanced mixture
pictures of monuments, panoramic views and real life. Relax on our Golf Cart and whizz around the
greatest picture spots of Rome. Have your LivItaly tour guide/photographer assist you with your gear
while giving you detailed and fascina ng informa on. Upload your pictures live to your social media with
hot-spot provided by LivItaly. End the experience the Italian way - with a (complimentary) aperi vo.
Rome Running Tour
Would you like to combine exercising with an interes ng guided tour around the Eternal City? Don’t give
up your running rou ne while on vaca on. Join us & discover Rome on the run!
▪ CASTEL SANT’ANGELO
▪ CAVOUR BRIDGE
▪ MAUSOLEUM OF AUGUSTUS
▪ ARA PACIS
▪ VIA RIPETTA
▪ PIAZZA DEL POPOLO
▪ SPANISH STEPS
▪ TREVI FOUNTAIN
▪ VICTOR EMANUEL MONUMENT l
▪ PIAZZA VENEZIA
▪ SANTA MARIA SOPRA MINERVA
▪ PANTHEON
▪ PIAZZA NAVONA

Your private running tour can depart directly from your hotel (if located close to the i nerary) so you can
enjoy seeing the highlights beside where you are staying. Depending on how many city sights you want
to see, our running tours start from 4 miles (6.5km) or 6.5 miles (10km) which lets you run past all the
highlights. Weaving through the cobblestone streets, your guide will explain the history behind the
diﬀerent sights and show you the lesser-known highlights that you may not have stopped to look at
otherwise.
Jewish Ghe o and Trastevere Tour
Our Jewish Rome & Trastevere Tour allows you to see and learn about a side of Rome that many are
unaware of. On this walk you will hear authen c stories that connect this Ancient Religion and its people
to the Eternal City. We will cover not only the Jewish Neighborhood (known by the Romans as the Jewish
Ghe o), but also Trastevere and Campo de’ Fiori.During this tour you will get the chance to discover
many hidden gems such as one of Rome’s most ancient Churches, charming narrow cobblestone streets
of Trastevere, the Jewish neighborhood, the synagogue and Largo Argen na. Your tour will end at the
breathtaking Pantheon. The tour will end around lunch me and luckily you will be surrounded by many
excep onal restaurants, featuring true ancient roman-Jewish kosher food. Ask your guide for local
recommenda ons.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Segway Tour
The Segway Tour is an eﬃcient and fun way to discover the city! Even if you’re not familiar with segways,
do not hesitate in taking this tour, as there will be plenty of me to prac ce before the tour begins. The
Rome Segway Tours starts at Castel Sant’Angelo where the segway will be picked up. This is a pedestrian
area where you will have the me to get comfortable with the segway along the gardens of Hadrian.
From there you will con nue with your guide for a 3 hour i nerary through the major highlights of the
historic center, spanning from Ancient Rome to the Roman Theatrical Baroque. Fun, easy and
entertaining... This fun and modern way to tour Rome, allows you to cover longer distances in a very
comfortable way, without losing the informa on about them. The Rome Segway Tours is perfect for
families, ﬁrst me visitors, and also experienced travelers who wish to visit Rome in a diﬀerent way.
Please note: Children must weigh at least 84 lb (38 kg) and be at least 4 (120cm) tall in order to be able
to ride the Segway safely and eﬃciently.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Borghese Gallery Tour
Enjoy 2.5 hours tour among the masterpieces made by some of Italy’s most beloved and respected ar st
such as Bernini, Caravaggio, Canova and Raphael. The Borghese Gallery is located in a beau ful villa in
one of Rome’s central parks. The Gallery was used by the nephew of Pope Paul V, the Cardinal Scipione
Borghese in the early 1600 who used it to house his vast art collec on. Your passionate tour guide will
share secrets stories and facts about the ar sts and their pieces as you walk through the beau ful large
rooms. We enter the Borghese Gallery at 5 PM when the museum is generally less crowded and the
evening sun spreads an enchan ng light over the marble sculptures.

*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Capitoline Museums Private Tour
The Capitoline hill is one of the famous seven hills of Rome that today is the seat of the city government
and Rome’s mayor’s oﬃce. On either side of City Hall are the very important Capitoline Museums. The
collec on is one of the most complete in the city, dedicated to Ancient and Renaissance Rome. Once you
have ﬁnished exploring inside the museums with your LivItaly guide you will con nue your tour with a
visit to Santa Maria of Ara Coeli (one of Rome’s most ancient Chris an churches) and then head towards
the impressive Victor Emanuel Monument. This tour includes the best panorama of them all, a trip to
the top of this 20th century giant! With your guide you will take the elevator high above Ancient and
modern Rome.
Catacombs & Underground Rome Tour
Your tour begins at the beau fully preserved Basilica of San Clemente where we descend over ﬁve
stories underground. A taxi will take your small group to one of the most well-known graveyard in Italy,
the Catacombs of Priscilla. The catacombs of Priscilla consists of about 13 km (8 miles) at various depths,
the ﬁrst layer is the most ancient one da ng back to the 2nd century. The Catacombs have been an
ongoing point of fascina on for historians and your expert guide will put to rest the rumors that people
long believed about these fascina ng hallways. A er Priscilla, the taxi will take you back to the center of
town.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Catacombs Treasure Hunt - Private Family Tour
Join us on our Crypts and Catacombs Treasure Hunt! Travel through centuries of burial rituals and
archaeological wonders. With a treasure map in their hands, your kids will get a hands on explora on
through some of the most fascina ng sites in Rome! Your day begins right in your hotel lobby. Meet your
private LivItaly tour guide and a climate controlled car to take you outside the ancient Chris an burial
grounds of the Catacombs of Priscilla. A erwards, journey to the Capuchin museums where your kids
will answer ques ons on their treasure map and you will learn more about Chris an history in this small
but fascina ng museum. The main event is the bone crypts, where you will visit rooms decorated with
nearly a million human bones. At the end of your tour, each child will show their completed treasure
map to your private tour guide, where they will receive a ﬁnal prize for their hard work.
Rome Catacombs Night Tour
LivItaly’s Rome Catacombs Night Tour will take you to two of the most well-known Chris an burial
grounds in Italy -The Catacombs of Priscilla & The Capuchin Crypt. LivItaly’s exclusive collabora on will
allow you to explore the catacombs with your group, your guide, a few ﬂashlights and no one else. Your
small group tour will start in the Capuchin Crypt where you will see over 4,000 deceased Capuchin
monks which have been decora vely laid out for you to see. You will then be driven to the Priscilla
Catacombs which are considered the Queen of the Catacombs’ (Regina Catacumbarum) due to its
extensive collec on of over 15,000 tombs, mul -level architecture and rich iconography. You will also get
exclusive access to three restricted rooms of the Priscilla catacombs which are opened exclusively for
LivItaly guests.

*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Vespa Tour
Designed for the adventurous type, but also the curious traveler. Hop on one of these classic & stylish
1960’s vehicles and enjoy Rome in the true way. The Vespa Tour begins directly at your hotel or at the
Vespa Center, in the center of Rome. From there, you will take oﬀ on this great adventure that allows you
to explore best areas of the city with your private guide. Our i nerary is a sugges on and can be
modiﬁed a er your preferences. Do not hesitate in communica ng to your guide important sites you
would like to visit along the way on this Roman Holiday Experience. Your private guide knows all the
roman c squares, breathtaking views and hidden side streets, and all those will be shared with you.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
**This tour is also oﬀered as a sidecar tour in the case of passengers lacking experience or age to drive
the vespa
AS Roma Tickets with VIP Hospitality
Exclusive VIP ckets and Premium Hospitality to all AS Roma games.
▪ PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR TO AND FROM YOUR HOTEL/LODGING
▪ VIP TICKETS TO AS ROMA GAME
▪ COMPLIMENTARY AS ROMA SCARF
▪ OPEN BAR
▪ GOURMET BUFFET DINNER
▪ VISIT TO THE OLYMPIC STADIUM AND SPORTS VILLAGE
▪ EXCLUSIVE HOSPITALITY IN VIP SECTION
Enjoy VIP Tickets to an AS Roma game and experience what an Italian soccer game is all about! You will
not only sit in comfortable armchairs in the VIP sec on with the stadium’s best posi on but also enjoy
gourmet food and an open bar. Cheer along with the famous Curva Sud singing and chan ng for their
Gladiators. This is a once in a life me occasion oﬀered only and exclusively by LivItaly Tours. This
exclusive Roman soccer experience starts directly at your Hotel in Rome where your private driver will
pick you up and bring you to the stadium to meet a LivItaly staﬀ member. You will be given the gadgets
and cards in order to enter the Stadium through exclusive entrances and the VIP sec on. You then enjoy
pre-game me accompanied with gourmet buﬀet (the food is home-made freshly prepared on the spot
in theme of the opponent team) and an open bar, both of which are available through the en re game.
When you’re ready, the LivItaly team member will bring you directly to your exclusive seats from where
you will enjoy one of the best views of the whole ﬁeld. All of this from the safety and comfort of the
seats of the Tribuna d’Onore of the Olympic Stadium and the exclusive Premium Hospitality oﬀered by
AS Roma. NOTE: LivItaly Tours’ corporate seats are in Tribuna d’Onore SX, a sec on not available in any
cket oﬃce or online cket vendor.
Marilee’s Private Market and Cooking Class
Learn to prepare authen c dishes from a true Italian mother in the comfort of her Roman home!
▪ 45 MINUTES TOUR OF A LOCAL ROMAN MARKET

▪ 2.5 HRS HANDS-ON COOKING CLASS
▪ FULL 5-COURSE DINNER WITH WINE (OPTIONAL)
▪ SOFT DRINKS AND SNACKS
▪ ANTIPASTO
▪ TWO PASTA DISHES FROM SCRATCH
▪ ONE MAIN DISH
▪ SIDE DISH
▪ HOMEMADE DESSERT
In this private class, Marilee will meet you right in the centre of a beau ful suburban area of Rome.
Here, you will have the opportunity to experience a true Roman market and shop for your home-made
lunch. As you sip on deligh ul local farmers wine, Marilee will guide you through the prepara on of
some of her favorite dishes. You will discover hands-on the rus c origin and simplis c beauty that makes
this Mediterranean cuisine so special. A er cooking, you will sit down at the table to relax and enjoy the
tasteful meal you just prepared. You will take home ﬁrst-hand knowledge of dishes you will be able to
recreate me and me again. The following including dinner will last 5-6 hrs. This experience is up to 4
people.
Rome Food Tours
Do you have a hungry mind and stomach? This food tour will sa sfy all your hungers - taste, learn and
enjoy!
▪ EXPERIENCE A 5 COURSE DINNER THROUGHOUT VARIOUS STOPS IN THE HEART OF ROME
▪ BE GUIDED THROUGH THE JEWISH GHETTO OF ROME & LEARN ABOUT JEWISH ROMAN CUISINE
▪ LEARN THE SECRETS OF THE PERFECT ROMAN PASTA
What is more fun to do in Italy than to explore its food? On this tour you will learn about the history of
Italian cuisine and how it evolved through the ages. We begin in the Jewish Quarter, an o en missed but
beau ful area. We will sample some customary fried fare done the Roman and Jewish way to include
Fior di zucca, fried ar chokes and fried baccala (ﬁsh) ... with some bubbly!
A erwards we will move on to our next stop where we will try what Romans deem street food - Pizza!
Then it’s me to try some pasta dishes done alla Romana. Our last stop is for gelato. Here we will give
you the tools on how to decide which gelato makers are good ones by taking you to one that uses only
organic ingredients.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Rome Golf Cart Private Tour
Explore Rome’s highlights from the comfort of your own golf cart! Your private guide will show you over
20 sites in just 3 hours! Your explora on in LivItaly’s Rome Golf Cart Private Tour will commence from the
central located Piazza della Repubblica (if no pick-up service is added). You will be amazed at the miles
you can cover in just three hours! Your expert LivItaly guide will not only drive the golf cart for you, but
will also entertain you with interes ng stories and anecdotes about the most important landmarks of
Rome. Zig zag through the beau ful residen al streets of the Aven ne hill to reach one of the secret
spots of the city: the keyhole! Of course, your tour would not be complete without seeing the historic

center highlights of the Pantheon, the deligh ul Trevi Fountain, and the towering Spanish Steps. Your
tour will end in central Rome at a convenient loca on for you.
Evening Drinks & Golf Cart Tour Rome | Small Group Tour
This Evening Drinks & Golf Cart Tour Rome is perfect for those looking for a fun social tour in the heart of
the city! Enjoy the comfort of traveling around in a zippy golf cart, with your local driver as your guide.
Learn the art of aperi vo, one of Italy’s favorite social tradi ons, as you hop on and oﬀ your golf cart
visi ng three local bars along the way. Enjoy a few pre-dinner drinks Italian style, sipping on Prosecco
with snacks and tas ng quality local ar sanal beer. Ride around the beau ful city at night with drinks in
hand, visi ng incredible sites like the Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, and a breathtaking panoramic viewpoint.
Discover Rome by night in a fun way, socializing with your fellow travelers and enjoying pre-dinner drinks
at the same me!
Ebike in Rome
LivItaly’s Small Group Rome Bike Tour is perfect for those wan ng a fun and refreshing day out of the
city. Meet your local LivItaly guide at a central loca on in Rome and get comfortable on your e-bikes.
Ride along the ancient Roman Baths of Caracalla, through archway doors onto Via Appia An ca, one of
the oldest and most important roads of ancient Rome. Journey back in me as you ride along this
ancient road, stopping along the way at important churches, mausoleums, and other fascina ng ancient
sites. Have your LivItaly guide bring this ancient Roman highway to life as you learn about its military and
economic importance. Take in the unique atmosphere of this special place out in the Roman countryside
and enjoy a fun day out of the city in nature amongst ancient historical sites!
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Rome Helicopter Tour| Rome City Tour from Above
The city of Rome is one of the most beau ful ancient ci es in the world, and LivItaly’s Rome Helicopter
Tour wants to help travelers experience it as best possible, but this me from up in the air! This Rome
City Tour from Above is designed for the traveler who is looking for a bit of adventure to experience this
Eternal City in a way that very few tourists get to. If you think the city is gorgeous from below, wait un l
you feast your eyes on the cityscape while hovering in a helicopter with the Colosseum, Va can City,
Castelli Romani all within bird’s view.
*This tour is a standard 30 minute ride. Op onal upgrades include either 45 minutes or 60 minutes of
ﬂying me.

Day Trips from Rome
Os a An ca Tour - Half Day Trip
LivItaly’s Os a An ca Tour is a half day trip from Rome designed to show you the highlights of this once
thriving cosmopolitan harbor city in an in mate small group se ng and get you back to the city center
with plenty of me to enjoy the rest of your day. Os a An ca is best preserved ancient Roman city in the
world. Your guide will meet you in front of Roma-Lido Sta on where you will take the train together to
Os a An ca, a quick ride from Rome city center. Once you arrive to the ancient ruins of Os a An ca, you
will be met with privileged skip-the-line access and be guided directly in to start your ancient journey.

Guests are welcome to stay on and explore the ruins on their own when the tour is done or use their
included train ckets to con nue a few stops further along the train line to visit Rome’s seaside Os a
Lido.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Pompeii Day Trip from Rome
LivItaly’s Pompeii Day Trip from Rome Tour is the perfect small group tour for travelers who are visi ng
Rome and want to see some of the wonders that southern Italy has to oﬀer. A tour of Pompeii allows you
to take a dip into the past and immerse yourself in the magniﬁcent archaeological ruins which have
a racted travelers for centuries. You are chauﬀeured to & from Pompeii in a Mercedes, no need to
organize transport! See the Vesuvius from the Gulf of Naples & tour this 3000 year old city center. Tour
the public buildings of Pompeii from the Forum to the Amphitheater & beyond with your top rated
LivItaly guide! All ckets included in price & you get to "Skip the Line" with LivItay - no wai ng! Eat
delicious and authen c pizza in Naples, the home of pizza! Lunch is included.
Tivoli Day Trip from Rome
Our Tivoli Day Trip from Rome is a full day experience that begins and ends in Rome, taking you on a
roundtrip jounrey through the Italian countryside and up to Tivoli. Your journey back in me begins with
a visit to the fascina ng ruins of Emperor Hadrian’s villa, built in the early 2nd century as a retreat from
Rome for the Emperor. Before moving on to visit the Villa D’Este, you can grab lunch in the charming
li le town of Tivoli where you can sit back and relish the local food and wine - it’s on us! The tour then
moves on to the magniﬁcent 16th Century Villa d’Este, famous for its terraced hillside Italian Renaissance
gardens with lavishly frescoed recep on rooms and a profusion of fountains.
*Please Note: The villas of Tivoli are about an hour’s drive from the centre of Rome. This tour includes a
private Mercedes van with a driver and a private tour guide. **This tour is oﬀered as a small group or
private tour.
Florence & Pisa - Day Trip from Rome
Join us on this one-of-a-kind day trip from Rome to both Pisa and Florence! Allow yourself to be spoiled
as your private driver whisks you through the Tuscan countryside to visit two of the art and culture
capitals of Italy! In one single day, part from Rome and experience two gems of Tuscany. This authen c
experience allows you to see Pisa, famous for its gravity-defying bell-tower, Galileo Galilei, and its
beau ful Bapistry and Cathedral. Next, spoil yourself by visi ng the capital of Tuscany and birthplace of
the Renaissance: Florence. On a comprehensive and cap va ng stroll around the center we will visit all
the most famous sights such as Ponte Vecchio, Piazza Signoria and the breath-taking Duomo. The
promenade will also take you through the beau ful side streets, while your guide shares historical
anecdotes about this important ar s c city. We will certainly make a stop at the Galleria dell’Accademia
and see Michelangelo’s most beloved statue, the world famous David. All before returning back to
Rome!
Orvieto Day Trip from Rome & Civita di Bagnoregio Visit
▪ VISIT UMBRIA IN A DAY - A HILLTOP TOWN KNOWN AS THE GREEN HEART OF ITALY!
▪ ENJOY A HOTEL PICKUP & DROP-OFF SERVICE WITH A PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR DEDICATED TO YOU

▪ FEAST ON A DELICIOUS LOCAL LUNCH & WINE - ALL SPECIALTY PRODUCTS OF UMBRIA
▪ WALK THROUGH ONE OF THE SMALLEST TOWNS YOU HAVE EVER SEEN - CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO
▪ BOOK A PRIVATE TOUR GUIDE FOR AN EXTRA ADDED VALUE TO YOUR ORVIETO DAY TRIP
Escape from Rome for the day and head out to the Umbrian countryside on LivItaly’s Orvieto Day Trip
where you will get to experience two of the most beau ful towns closest to Rome – Orvieto and Civita di
Bagnoregio. You will drive across two Italian regions, Lazio and Umbria with a LivItaly private chauﬀeur,
who will make your day trip stress free with both hotel pick-up and drop-oﬀ. Your Orvieto Day Trio from
Rome also includes a wonderful farm-to-table lunch with local products and wine that will help you see,
smell, feel and taste the delights of the region. All included in the price of the tour! The Orivieto Day Trip
from Rome & Civita di Bagnoregio Visit is the perfect tour for travellers who are short on me, but s ll
want to be pampered and experience the cuisines and history of a region outside of Rome.
* You have the op on to add a tour guide on board.
Bomarzo & Orvieto Day Trip from Rome
▪ ENJOY A PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR PICKUP-UP DIRECTLY AT YOUR CENTRAL ROME HOTEL
▪ VISIT THE RENOWNED PARKS OF MONSTERS IN BOMARZO, A FANTASY PARK OF SCULPTURES
▪ TOUR THE 3000-YEAR-OLD ETRUSCAN TOWN OF ORVIETO & ITS UNDERGROUND TUNNELS
▪ ADMIRE THE STUNNING MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE OF ORVIETO’S DUOMO
▪ SIT, RELAX, AND EAT AN AUTHENTIC ITALIAN LUNCH IN A BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
LivItaly’s Bomarzo & Orvieto Day Trip from Rome is a lovely way to see another side of Italy. Guests will
travel in luxury via a private chauﬀeured car and enjoy the comfort of a climate controlled ride
throughout Italian countryside. Bomarzo is a gem just outside of Rome which is home to the “Park of
Monsters”, a Renaissance-like Disney Land of Italy! Your day ends with a beau ful farm - to - table lunch
at a a quaint, country restaurant in the middle of the Umbrian countryside before going back to Rome.
Marmore Waterfalls & Assisi Day Trip from Rome
LivItaly’s Marmore Waterfalls & Assisi Day Trip from Rome is an excellent way to see two brilliant
Umbrian a rac ons in just one day! This is the perfect tour for nature lovers, and adventure seekers as it
includes a wonderful hike down the waterfalls. You will be guided by your driver with por ons of the
tour consis ng of independent explora on. Guests are welcome to upgrade their tour with a tour guide
to accompany them throughout the en re day. This service is at an addi onal cost. Your Marmore
WaterFalls & Assisi Day Trip begins with a VIP hotel pick-up in a climate controlled car so all you have to
think about is relaxing and enjoying the countryside views during the drive. A er admiring the beau ful
views of the falls, it’s me to experience them! LivItaly will provide you with ponchos so you can spend
some me hiking down the waterfalls.
Following the hike, your driver will meet you at the bo om of the trail to take you to Assisi where you
will be able to grab a bite to eat and get ready for the second half of your tour. Once you arrive in Assisi,
it’s me for lunch! Your driver will drop you oﬀ at a local eatery, so you can enjoy an a ernoon lunch
(not included). Ask your driver for a few ps on local Umbrian special es. This is a region known for its
quality food. End your day trip spending some free me in the beau ful town of Assisi.
*You have the op on to add a tour guide on board.

Pompeii & Amalﬁ Coast Private Day Tour from Rome
Experience the wonders of Pompeii and the beauty of the Amalﬁ Coast in a single day as you escape the
city of Rome and head south towards the Mediterranean. The day begins in Rome with a pick-up directly
from your hotel by your private chauﬀeur. A er a relaxing drive you are delivered to your private tour
guide at the world-famous archaeological site of Pompeii. Pompeii was an ancient Roman port city that
was originally conquered in 80 B.C. and was devastated just under a century later. Your private guide will
take you back into history, showing you beau ful mosaics and the exclusive houses of ancient Roman
merchants and upper class. The day con nues down the infamous winding Amalﬁ coast line. Enjoy the
a ernoon in the picturesque town Positano, one of the most beau ful places on the Amalﬁ Coast. Make
life me memories as you wander along the quaint streets down towards the Mediterranean sea. You
may choose to catch up on some shopping-Positano is ﬁlled with shops selling handmade sandals,
ceramics and even one-of-a kind perfumes and fragrances. Marvel over the magniﬁcent Amalﬁ lemons
and even sample the world famous limoncello. In the late a ernoon, meet back up with your driver and
con nue back to Rome. If me permits your will also enjoy a spin through yet another amazing coast
village, Sorrento.
Private Pompeii & Vesuvius Tour from Rome
Climbing Mount Vesuvius, a dormant volcano, imagining its strongest and scariest erup on of 79 A.D.,
reliving those moments visi ng the sites of Pompeii...all in one day!
Have you ever wanted to take on the adventure of climbing an ac ve volcano? Our Private Pompeii and
Vesuvius tour is for you! This tour is designed for people who want to learn about the history of Pompeii
and then visit the volcano that erupted in 79 A.D. Your Pompeii and Mt Vesuvius full day tour begins
directly at your hotel where your private chauﬀeur will pick you up and drive you south to the ruins of
Pompeii. Admire spectacular frescoes, ancient graﬃ , enter homes and shops and live that drama c
night by capturing how life just suddenly froze. A er walking through the cobbled stone pathways of
Pompeii, you will have me to go for a lunch before your next adventure. Once you have ﬁnished your
lunch, your chauﬀeur will drive you up to Mount Vesuvius to meet an Alpine guide (the only one allowed
to bring you to the top of Mount Vesuvius and start your climb. Once you have reached the top of the
volcano, you can choose whether to look inside the eye of the ac ve volcano or you can look away and
enjoy a panoramic view over the gulf of Naples.

FLORENCE TOURS
Florence Walking Tour with David and Duomo
Our Florence Tour takes you on a fascinating journey through history and culture of one of Italy’s most
intriguing cities, admiring the highlights including privileged access to the David.
This three hours Florence tour begins from the poli cal center, Piazza della Signoria. Admire with us this
outstanding s ll standing medieval town hall, Palazzo Vecchio, and allow us to show you its secrets both
from the gorgeous facade and also in its unique interior courtyard. The walk con nues strolling through
the outside courtyard of the world-famous Art Collec on Uﬃzi Gallery, to then con nue to the riverside
of the Arno and admire a gorgeous view of the Ponte Vecchio. A er taking your pictures from the bridge
and enjoying the only local jewelry bou ques that survived World War II, we will proceed towards
another landmark, the Duomo. Along the way lined with medieval houses decorated in beige, yellow and
grey, our local guide will make a stop at Piazza della Repubblica. You will then make your way along to
Florence’s Cathedral also known as il Duomo, with its terraco a Duomo and intricate designed facade, it
will stand out from the rest of the city’s buildings. The Cathedral together with the Bap stery and the
Bell Tower are part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site. A tour of Florence would not be complete
without a visit to the Galleria dell’Accademia and an exci ng visit of Michelangelo’s masterpiece of the
David. Always accompanied with your local expert tour guide and VIP (skip-the-line) access.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Florence Market and Gelato Making Class
Learn about Italian food by seeing & tas ng Tuscan food in Florence’s market before learning how to
make one of Italy’s most renowned foods - gelato!
▪ ENTRY TICKETS & RESERVATION FEES

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE
PIAZZA DELLA SIGNORIA
PONTE VECCHIO
THE DUOMO (OUTSIDE)
BASILICA DI SANTA CROCE (OUTSIDE)
THE BAPTISTRY (OUTSIDE)
PALAZZO STROZZI
GALLERIA DELL’ACCADEMIA
MICHELANGELO’S DAVID
PIAZZA DELLA REPUBBLICA
PALAZZO VECCHIO

FLORENCE MARKET TOUR AND GELATO MAKING
▪ SEE & TASTE A LOCAL FOOD MARKET IN FLORENCE WITH AN EXPERT GUIDE
▪ LEARN THE HISTORY OF TUSCAN CUISINE
▪ ENJOY A GELATO MAKING CLASS AND MAKE YOUR VERY OWN FROM
SCRATCH!

Start your day with a walk around the market and ﬁnish by becoming a gelato maker! This is a complete
tour ideal for anyone who wants to learn the ins and outs of Italian food and enjoy a private class in one
of the most renowned Italian foods - gelato. Your morning will start with mee ng your guide and
exploring Florence’s local market. Your guide will introduce you to the history and tradi on of Italian
food, telling you the stories of how the food is used and why it’s so important to Italian culture. You will
make your way through the food stalls and soak up the atmosphere and aromas of the beau ful
Floren ne food. You will taste, touch and understand local special es, and learn how and when they are
used. Once the market por on of your tour is done, your private tour guide will accompany you to an
exclusive private gelato making class right in the center of Florence.
* This tour is also available as just the Gelato Making Class - small group and private.

Early Morning Uﬃzi Gallery Small Group Tour
Marvel at some of the Renaissance’s ﬁnest masterpieces by Michelangelo, Raphael, da Vinci and many
more, early in the morning before the busy crowds rush into the Uﬃzi Gallery that shaped the
Renaissance art movement. You and your small group will meet your tour guide in Piazza della Signoria
and head to the Uﬃzi Gallery. The collec on in the Uﬃzi Gallery is vast, which is why we have designed
our tour so you get the highlights in as well as plenty of hidden gems worth seeing. The Early Morning
Uﬃzi Gallery Tour heads straight to the must-see masterpieces so that you can take advantage of your
me in the galleries with few tourists standing in your way of a full view. Your expert Uﬃzi guide will take
you to Sandro Bo celli’s Birth of Venus, ﬁnished in 1485 as an ode to the wealthy Medici family. You will
con nue through the greatest art collec on of one of the most powerful families in all of Italy, the
Medici family. Imagine one family owning the works of Sandro Bo celli, Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci,
Gio o, Michelangelo Buonarro and countless more Renaissance geniuses.
Uﬃzi Gallery Tour
Enjoy the wonders of the Uﬃzi Gallery - one of the largest and oldest museums in the world! explore the
vast collec on of masterpieces by Michelangelo, Raphael, Titan, Caravaggio & Da Vinci. We promise that
you will not be disappointed by the pain ngs of Sandro Bo celli, Leonardo Da Vinci and Michelangelo
Buonarro . In the centre of Florence, known as the birthplace of the Renaissance, the Uﬃzi Tour will let
you experience it all! See Bo celli's Birth of Venus and Primavera and learn the nuances behind each
pain ng. Learn about the Medici family and their collec on of the world's ﬁnest art & so much more!
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour.
Uﬃzi Treasure Hunt Family Tour
Make your visit to the Uﬃzi Gallery thrilling and fun for the whole family with LivItaly’s Uﬃzi Treasure
Hunt Tour! Discover the hidden secrets and learn about the world famous art collec on as you pass
through the magniﬁcent rooms with your private, child-friendly tour guide and LivItaly’s exclusive
scavenger hunt treasure map. Your Uﬃzi Treasure Hunt Tour will start directly from the magniﬁcent
square of Piazza della Signoria, just around the corner from the Uﬃzi Gallery. Each child will get his or
her own kit with a Treasure Hunt map, a ques onnaire and colorful pens in a LivItaly bag. Let the
adventure begin! By the end of the tour you will have solved all the mysteries and learned a great deal
about the Italian Renaissance. Each child will be awarded with a memorable prize for the great
inves ga on they have done!
Florence Private Tour with Drawing Class
Can you imagine a be er way to discover Florence than through a local ar st/tour guide’s stories and an
ar st’s sketch pad and pen? Discover the gems of the Birthplace of Renaissance together with your
private tour guide who is also a graduate of the Accademia delle Belle Ar di Firenze. Learn about the
history, the culture and art of Medieval and Renaissance history as you walk in the footsteps of Italy’s
most beloved ar sts and then try your hand at sketching yourself! You will visit beau ful sites such as
Piazza della Signoria, Ponte Vecchio and Florence’s most important Church, the Duomo. Let your private
tour guide entertain you with anecdotes about this fascina ng city and all its key personali es, among

whom we ﬁnd, Dante, Michelangelo and the Medici family. And to top it all oﬀ: feel like an ar st
yourself! Your tour guide who is also a professional sketching teacher will provide you with art supplies
and help you draw one of the favorite sites you have seen during the tour. We will sit under the Loggia of
Piazza della Signoria surrounded by incomparable statues and structures. This is your chance to create
the most personal souvenir to bring back home! This tour is suitable for all ages and the drawing session
will be tailored according to your personal experience.
Florence Private Art Tour: Uﬃzi and Accademia
LivItaly’s Florence Private Art Tour allows you to visit the two most recognized museums in the
Renaissance capital – the Uﬃzi Gallery and the Accademia Gallery. See some of the most renowned art
in the world with stops at the Birth of Venus by Bo celli and the David by Michelangelo. Other artwork
you will see are masterpieces by Leonardo da Vinci, Caravaggio, Ti an and more. This is a tour for serious
art lovers and Florence enthusiasts. Allow yourself 4 hours of me spent with our art expert and guide to
experience and deepen your apprecia on of one of the most spectacular art collec ons the world can
provide.
Florence in a Day Private Tour
Want to visit the highlights of Florence in one day? Florence, capital of the Renaissance, certainly merits
a visit. For those with just a day to spare, our full day excursion is the perfect solu on. This Florence in a
Day Private Tour is designed for those requiring or seeking a short yet comprehensive visit to Florence.
Your Florence in a Day tour begins with an orienta on to Florence’s past and its present. Take a
fascina ng walking tour through the historical city centre with your expert guide. You will enjoy gorgeous
sites, historical facts, and entertaining anecdotes of Florence. Visit the beau ful bridge of Ponte Vecchio
and admire the Arno River. Admire the famous orange hued Duomo with your expert guide. You will
have the pleasure of climbing the Dome at your own leisure a er the tour, your LivItaly guide will give
you your skip-the-line cket. Marvel at the dome that perfectly frames Florence. Visit the Bap stry (from
the outside) and learn about the famous and touching bronze doors. Visit the modern and historical
center of Piazza della Signoria. Following a lunch break your experience will con nue indoors to
Florence’s most famous museums. On your Florence in a Day Private Tour you will have the chance to
visit both the Galleria dell’Accademia and the Uﬃzi Gallery. The ﬁrst stop will be to the Accademia which
houses Michelangelo’s world famous David. The tour concludes with a visit to the Uﬃzi Gallery where
you will see several famous works of art including Bo cell’s Birth of Venus and La Primavera.
Private Florence Food Tour | Food & Wine
Enjoy a marvelous journey through Florence culinary tradi ons, while you take in all the beauty of its
stunning Medieval and Renaissance town center!
▪ VISIT AN HISTORIC WINERY & ENJOY CURED MEATS, CHEESES AND WINES
▪ TASTE THE FLAVOR OF TYPICAL FLORENTINE DELIGHTS, SUCH AS THE DELICIOUS LAMPREDOTTO
SANDWICH AND A LOVELY LOCAL GELATO
▪ ENJOY A TRUE MEAL IN A LOCAL RESTAURANT, THE ITALIAN WAY
▪ SEE SOME LANDMARK CITY SITES SUCH AS PIAZZA DELLA SIGNORIA
Beyond its shining beauty and the stunning charm of its narrow cobbled streets and Renaissance
palaces, Florence hides another wonder: its tradi onal ﬂavors and aromas, nurtured and safeguarded for

centuries by its super-proud inhabitants. Local food and wine are the city’s Cupid arrow which will
deﬁni vely make you fall in love.
Learn about Florence fabulous history, anecdotes and culinary wonders, while enjoying an enchan ng
stroll through the town center. Explore diﬀerent tas ng styles and dishes, the Italian way: a pla er of
local cured meats and regional cheeses, together with world-renowned Tuscan DOC cer ﬁed wine in an
historic winery, the Medieval popular street food sandwich lampredo o, a true meal experience in a
local restaurant – rare to ﬁnd in food tours - to try a delicious regional pasta dish and to end up a mouth
watering, ﬂuﬀy, unforge able gelato!
*In order to book this experience, 2 is the minimum number of par cipants required.

TUSCANY FULL DAY TOURS
Private Carrara Marble Tour Adventure
Enjoy an ac on-packed day spent visi ng the Carrara Marble Quarry in your private Land Rover. Guests
of the Private Carrara Marble Tour will meet their expert guide in Carrara, an Alpine town located in
northern Tuscany. You will be met by Land Rover and taken across gorgeous landscapes, as you
experience the adventure of an uphill ride. Once you arrive at these historic quarries, you will ﬁnd
yourself standing in awe of the phenomenon before your eyes - a massive mountainous quarry, en rely
made of the famous grey-veined Carrara marble which helped build Rome. This is the source material of
epic masterpieces such as Rome’s Pantheon, Michelangelo’s David, Trajan’s column and countless more.
These are the quarries which have been used for nearly 2000 years of art, architecture and sculpture,
and now is your chance to partake in history. expect to see men-at-work digging deep into these
man-made caves for marble which has adorned countless art ci es. The views alone from the Apuan
Mountains down onto the Tuscan landscape are worth a visit. The juxtaposi on of the ac ve mining area
behind you, with the delicate beauty of nature is simply a spectacular view like no other. This is a once in
a life me opportunity, and one you are sure to never forget. Once your tour is over, your private tour
guide will take you back to your mee ng spot to ﬁnish oﬀ your ul mate Italian adventure.
*You can add roundtrip transporta on from your accommoda on.
**You have the op on to also add free me in Lucca and a private chauﬀeur.
***You can also add a guided tour of Lucca and a light lunch in the town of Colonnata.
Siena and San Gimignano Day Trip
Visit the lush Tuscan countryside in style with a private drive through the hills to San Gimignano and
Siena.
▪ PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR THROUGH THE TUSCAN HILLS
▪ LUNCH AND WINE TASTING NEAR SAN GIMIGNANO
▪ VISIT SAN GIMIGNANO & SIENA WITH YOUR PRIVATE GUIDE
Our Tuscany Day Trip leaves from Florence and takes you on a luxurious drive through the Tuscan hills.
Visit both Siena and San Gimignano on this exclusive private trip. Your private chauﬀeur and guide will
meet you in your hotel lobby and whisk you out of the city to the lush green hills of Tuscany. Your ﬁrst
stop will be San Gimignano, so sit back and enjoy a 90 minute private drive in a comfortable luxury

vehicle. The marvellous Medieval hill town of San Gimignano, located in the province of Siena, is
currently on the list of UNESCO world heritage sites. San Gimignano or “Town of Towers” is famous for
its unique and outstanding architecture. As you enter the for ﬁed walls of the city With our Tuscany Day
Trip, your driver will share all the best sites to visit and stories about San Gimignano preparing you for
the best possible experience then you will be dropped oﬀ allowing you free me to be able to walk
around the village. A er a full day through the Tuscan Hills and towns, your taste buds will be sa sﬁed,
your hunger for history and culture will be topped, and your memories will be ﬁlled with beau ful
scenery. The drive back to Florence from Siena is less than two hours, giving you me to take your last
few glimpses of the sun se ng over the Tuscan Hills. Your Tuscany Day Trip ends back at your hotel in
Florence, with a camera full of pictures and perhaps a bo le of Tuscan wine, straight from the vineyard
you visited earlier in the day
Siena Private Walking Tour with Duomo
Travel in me and enjoy the thrilling feeling to walk through the perfectly preserved Medieval city of
Siena
▪ VISIT SIENA WITH YOUR PRIVATE GUIDE
▪ ENJOY ONE OF THE BEST PRESERVED MEDIEVAL CITIES IN ITALY
▪ TRAVEL BACK TO MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE TIMES
A long las ng poli cal and cultural rivalry with Florence had nourished and strengthened Siena’s
aspira on to become another marvelous highlight of Tuscany. Indeed, it succeeded: the whole city is
now considered a work of art, inscribed in the list of UNESCO World Heritage Sites since 1995.
Marvel at its intricate history and peculiar, extraordinary urban plan, from the shell-shape of Piazza del
Campo, home in Summer me to the notorious horse races knowns as Il Palio, to the narrow, sinuous
Medieval cobblestone streets, to the reﬁned Gothic architecture and gorgeous inside decora on of the
Duomo, Siena’s Cathedral.
On the way, enjoy a delicious break with the “ricciarelli”, local tradi onal almond cookies with a so
heart, to savor the taste of an ancient sweet once reserved to the Renaissance Lords.
Private Florence to Pisa Tour
Ideal for those staying in Florence and are curious to see Pisa’s major sites of Pisa - the Bap stery,
Cathedral & Leaning Tower of Pisa.
▪ SEE THE MAJOR SITES OF PISA -THE BAPTISTERY, CATHEDRAL & LEANING TOWER OF PISA
▪ CLIMB TO THE TOP OF THE LEANING TOWER
▪ GET BACK TO FLORENCE WITH PLENTY OF TIME TO ENJOY THE REST OF YOUR DAY
▪ DOOR-TO-DOOR SERVICE WITH PRIVATE CAR PICK-UP & DROP-OFF AT YOUR HOTEL (OPTIONAL)
LivItaly’s Florence to Pisa Half Day Tour will begin at a designated spot just near the Santa Maria Novella
Sta on, where you will meet your local Tuscan guide. Once you board the train, sit back and enjoy one of
the most beau ful panoramic train rides in Italy, with views of rolling hilltops as far as the eye can see.
Your one-hour train ride will give your guide plenty of me to tell you about the surrounding Tuscan
areas, as well as prep you for your Pisa experience! Once you arrive in Pisa, you and your private tour
guide will take a 10-minute taxi ride to the most iconic sites of the region; Pisa’s Bap stery, The Leaning

Tower of Pisa & Pisa’s Cathedral. These are the monuments you have come to see!
Your tour guide will also take you to the Leaning Tower of Pisa - the mysterious building with a slight lt
that wins the hearts of travelers! Your tour guide will tell you everything you want to know about what
makes this building lean, why the locals like it that way, and what feats of engineering have been put in
place to keep it from toppling over! Once you are ready, your tour guide will accompany you up to the
top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa where you can enjoy the gorgeous view of the city of Pisa. Pack your
cameras and enjoy a picture-perfect landscape.
Motorcycle Tour of Tuscany
Ever wished to take a motorcycle tour in Italy to explore the beauty of our country? This is your
experience. The Motorcycle Tour of Tuscany will commence in a charming town in the province of
Grosseto called Follonica. Here you will be introduced to your exclusive private guide: Ma eo Casuccio,
the only Italian who has actually ﬁnished a Dakar race. Ma eo is an extremely interes ng man with a
number of beau ful stories and adventures to share. His passion for motorcycles and his experience in
Dakar make him the perfect host for our Motorcycle Tour of Tuscany. A er being introduced to your
personal, wonderful, perfectly new BMW R 1200 GS, and given all the necessary equipment to enjoy the
day, you will take oﬀ with Ma eo for an adventurous explora on of the amazing worldly-known Tuscany
hills. The i nerary will include Medieval Borgos, amazing picture opportuni es, but also windy roads
where to comfortably enjoy the power and sensa on of your BMW. The tour is designed to host two
people for every motorcycle, so bring a friend, or your wife or anyone who wishes to ride with you.
Ma eo will stop at his favorite local restaurant in the middle of the wineries where you will enjoy some
of the greatest Italian cuisine of central Italy (lunch is not included in the total cost of the experience).
*Please Note: LivItaly’s Motorcycle Tour of Tuscany is designed for anyone who wishes to bring their
passion onto Italian soil, but requires a motorcycle driver’s license with at least 1 year of experience.
Cinque Terre Tour
Visit all ﬁve Cinque Terre seaside towns along the beau ful Italian Riviera. Explore the unique UNESCO
World Heritage site by train, boat and hiking. Have a private LivItaly expert guide to show you the best of
Cinque Terre. Enjoy some free me and a light lunch along your journey between towns. Take incredible
photographs along the way to remember this day forever. A er mee ng your local LivItaly guide at the
La Spezia Train Sta on, your Cinque Terre adventure begins. Cinque Terre’s coastline, villages and
surrounding hillsides are all part of a Na onal Park and a UNESCO World Heritage site. When you start
your journey into this area, you’ll realize why. This part of the Italian Riviera is a beau ful and unique
place to visit, and this tour gives you the chance to see the best of it. You will be visi ng all ﬁve towns
and immersing yourself in the area’s natural splendor along the way. Get your camera ready, this will be
a day to remember!
Tuscany Wine Tour to Chian
If you are a wine-lover coming to Italy, our Half Day Tuscany Wine Tour is a must. Experience Italy’s
world-famous wine region in Tuscany, the Chian Hills. Take pleasure in the comfort and ease of having a
private car and driver. Visit one of the regions oldest Vineyard Estates for top quality Chian wine. Enjoy
a light Tuscan lunch and breathtaking views of an ancient town. Immerse yourself in the Tuscan
countryside, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Your day begins with a LivItaly private pickup in Florence or

at another convenient loca on in the Chian region. With a comfortable private car and driver, you are
set to start your Half Day Tuscany Wine Tour in the Chian Hills. On this trip, you will visit two vineyards,
where you will get to enjoy the very best of Chian and other delicious locally-produced wines.The ﬁrst
vineyard you will visit is the acclaimed Castello di Verrazzano.Upon arrival, you will join a 1.5-hour Classic
Chian Wine tour led by the estate. On this tour, you will enjoy a guided visit to the Castle’s gardens and
ancient cellars, followed by a guided tas ng of some of the estate’s best wines. This will include their
acclaimed ruby red Chian Classico DOCG wine, with its intense scents and rich fruity ﬂavors. You may
also get to taste the estate’s very own Extra Virgin Olive Oils and Balsamic Vinegar.A er your tour in
Castello di Verrazzano, your private driver will be ready to take you onto your next des na on. Weaving
through the beau ful Chian Hills, you will make your way to another nearby property.
Here you will enjoy a light Tuscan lunch with local wines produced by the estate. You will enjoy your
lunch outside on their porch with very unique panoramic views overlooking the ancient town of San
Gimignano. It is sure to take your breath away!
*You can add an op onal trip to San Gimignano to this tour.
**You also have the op on to add a tour guide on board.
Private Boat Trip of Cinque Terre
If you’re a water-loving traveler, our Private Cinque Terre Boat Tour is perfect for you. With your own
private boat and bilingual skipper, you’ll enjoy a day of leisure on Cinque Terre’s beau ful coastline. Your
private skipper will take you to the best spots and natural gems along the coast. You’ll swim in beau ful
turquoise waters and under waterfalls, and explore beaches and caves hidden in Cinque Terre’s rugged
cliﬀs. Swim, snorkel, dive, or simply relax on the boat with the colorful coastline as your backdrop. This is
your chance to experience the beauty of Cinque Terre in a fresh and exci ng way! Your private boat
experience starts in Vernazza, one of Cinque Terre’s ﬁve ﬁshing towns. Your bilingual skipper-guide will
take you to all the best spots along the coastline. Stopping along the way, you’ll have the chance to
swim, snorkel and explore some of the coastlines natural gems. Your three-hour Cinque Terre boat tour
ends back at the Vernazza harbor where you began. Or your skipper can drop you oﬀ at Riomaggiore,
another of Cinque Terre’s towns, where you can explore more on your own.
*You can add 2 hours to this boat tour for a 5 hour total experience.
Tuscany Day Trip to Lucca and Pisa
This exclusive Tuscany Day Trip takes you to two charming towns near the coast, Lucca and Pisa. Your day
begins at your hotel in Florence. Here, your private guide and chauﬀeur will pick you up to begin a
luxurious day of driving and site-seeing. Enjoy an hour long drive to Lucca in a comfortable and
air-condi oned luxury vehicle. Allow your driver to tell you everything about the countryside and its
villas. Delight in the gossip from the local area and learn amusing histories of this unique region. Relax as
you are introduced to the famously beau ful landscape of Tuscany on our way to your ﬁrst stop! Upon
arrival, enjoy a relaxing walk through the city of Lucca to take in its charm and beauty. A er your
morning in Lucca, it is me to enjoy an Italian lunch (not included in the price). We will gladly give you
sugges ons for a tasty and delicious place in the area, depending on what you are in the mood for.
Following lunch, your Tuscany Day Trip con nues as we head towards Pisa to see the worldly famous
leaning tower. A er a full day of history, culture, Italian food, and Tuscan hills we think it is me to call it
a day and head back to your hotel in Florence. The drive back to Florence is approximately 1.5 hours.

Take me to remember the highlights of your day and enjoy the Tuscan landscape as the evening sun
melts over the Tuscan hills.
*This tour includes the op on to add a tour guide on board.
Florence & Pisa - Day Trip from Rome
Join us on this one-of-a-kind day trip from Rome to both Pisa and Florence! Allow yourself to be spoiled
as your private driver whisks you through the Tuscan countryside to visit two of the art and culture
capitals of Italy! In one single day, part from Rome and experience two gems of Tuscany. This authen c
experience allows you to see Pisa, famous for its gravity-defying bell-tower, Galileo Galilei, and its
beau ful Bapistry and Cathedral. Next, spoil yourself by visi ng the capital of Tuscany and birthplace of
the Renaissance: Florence. On a comprehensive and cap va ng stroll around the center we will visit all
the most famous sights such as Ponte Vecchio, Piazza Signoria
and the breath-taking Duomo. The promenade will also take you through the beau ful side streets,
while your guide shares historical anecdotes about this important ar s c city. We will certainly make a
stop at the Galleria dell’Accademia and see Michelangelo’s most beloved statue, the world famous David.
All before returning back to Rome!
Orvieto Day Trip from Rome & Civita di Bagnoregio Visit
▪ VISIT UMBRIA IN A DAY - A HILLTOP TOWN KNOWN AS THE GREEN HEART OF ITALY!
▪ ENJOY A HOTEL PICKUP & DROP-OFF SERVICE WITH A PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR DEDICATED TO YOU
▪ FEAST ON A DELICIOUS LOCAL LUNCH & WINE - ALL SPECIALTY PRODUCTS OF UMBRIA
▪ WALK THROUGH ONE OF THE SMALLEST TOWNS YOU HAVE EVER SEEN - CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO
▪ BOOK A PRIVATE TOUR GUIDE FOR AN EXTRA ADDED VALUE TO YOUR ORVIETO DAY TRIP
Escape from Rome for the day and head out to the Umbrian countryside on LivItaly’s Orvieto Day Trip
where you will get to experience two of the most beau ful towns closest to Rome – Orvieto and Civita di
Bagnoregio. You will drive across two Italian regions, Lazio and Umbria with a LivItaly private chauﬀeur,
who will make your day trip stress free with both hotel pick-up and drop-oﬀ. Your Orvieto Day Trio from
Rome also includes a wonderful farm-to-table lunch with local products and wine that will help you see,
smell, feel and taste the delights of the region. All included in the price of the tour! The Orivieto Day Trip
from Rome & Civita di Bagnoregio Visit is the perfect tour for travellers who are short on me, but s ll
want to be pampered and experience the cuisines and history of a region outside of Rome.
* You have the op on to add a tour guide on board.
Bomarzo & Orvieto Day Trip from Rome
▪ ENJOY A PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR PICKUP-UP DIRECTLY AT YOUR CENTRAL ROME HOTEL
▪ VISIT THE RENOWNED PARKS OF MONSTERS IN BOMARZO, A FANTASY PARK OF SCULPTURES
▪ TOUR THE 3000-YEAR-OLD ETRUSCAN TOWN OF ORVIETO & ITS UNDERGROUND TUNNELS
▪ ADMIRE THE STUNNING MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE OF ORVIETO’S DUOMO
▪ SIT, RELAX, AND EAT AN AUTHENTIC ITALIAN LUNCH IN A BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
LivItaly’s Bomarzo & Orvieto Day Trip from Rome is a lovely way to see another side of Italy. Guests will
travel in luxury via a private chauﬀeured car and enjoy the comfort of a climate controlled ride

throughout Italian countryside. Bomarzo is a gem just outside of Rome which is home to the “Park of
Monsters”, a Renaissance-like Disney Land of Italy! Your day ends with a beau ful farm - to - table lunch
at a a quaint, country restaurant in the middle of the Umbrian countryside before going back to Rome.

VENICE TOURS
Venice Small Group Walking Tour with Saint Marks
Together with a small group of max 6 people and a passionate local tour guide you will get privileged
access (no wai ng in lines) to the two main sites of Venice including the panoramic terraces of St. Mark’s
Basilica. The tour starts at St. Mark’s Square where we get a perfect view of the breathtaking St. Mark’s
Basilica. The Basilica is connected to the Doge’s palace and used to be the Doge’s private chapel up un l
the 19th century. We con nue to explore the palace with a visit to the scary, dark and gory prison. A er
seeing the impressive collec on of weapons, you will stop at the notorious Bridge of Sighs. Enjoy the
view and snap some perfect pictures for your album at home.
Doge's Palace & St. Mark's Tour
Join our Doge’s Palace & St. Mark’s Basilica Small Group Tour for a fun, entertaining and educa onal way
to explore the history of Venice with the two most historic sites! The tour starts at Saint Mark’s Square
where you will get a perfect view of the breathtaking Saint Mark’s Basilica. Enjoy skip the line access to
the Basilica and Doge’s palace.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Market & Cicche Venice Small Group Food Tour
Start oﬀ at Venice’s oldest ﬁsh market, marveling at all the freshly laid out displays and the bustle of local
life. Visit two diﬀerent local bars and enjoy the famous “cicche ”, Vene an snacks, while sipping on a
glass of local prosecco. A er your tradi onal pre-lunch snacks, hop on a gondolino, a small Gondola, and
glide across the canal for a lunch. Enjoy a tradi onal lunch, tas ng some of Venice’s favorite local foods.
A day of discovering Venice through its food and local life!
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Vene an Rowing Lesson
On this 1.5 hour experience, you will get to learn the tradi onal Vene an rowing technique on a rare and
tradi onal wooden Vene an boat, a Batella. Learn secret ps of this rowing technique from local rowing
experts. No experience required, and great for the whole family!
Venice Private Tour with Saint Mark’s & Gondola
Discover the real Venice in the real Vene an ways: both by foot and by gondola! Enjoy beau ful squares,
roman c bridges and hidden alleyways and learn about Venice’s cap va ng history!
▪ 30 MIN PRIVATE GONDOLA RIDE
▪ SAN GIOVANNI CRISOSTOMO
▪ SAN GIACOMETTO
▪ QUERINI MUSEUM (FROM OUTSIDE)

▪ SANTI GIOVANNI E PAOLO (VENICE’S HOSPITAL)
▪ SAINT MARK’S BELL TOWER (FROM OUTSIDE)
▪ SANTA MARIA FORMOSA
▪ SAINT MARK’S SQUARE
▪ SAINT MARK’S BASILICA
▪ SAINT MARK’S TERRACE
Your Venice tour commences from Campo San Giacome o, a small cute square just a few steps from the
world-known Ponte Rialto bridge and the Grand Canal. We proceed through the maze of Venice’s small
alleyways before we reach Campo Santa Maria Formosa. This unique Campo is the centre of eleven
bridges and at least 7 architectural masterpieces of this city. You get privileged access to Saint Mark’s and
Doge’s Palace with your expert LivItaly guide. A gondola will be wai ng for you nearby for a fun and
roman c 30 minute ride around the city’s canals.
Doge’s Palace Private Tour with Secret Rooms & Saint Mark’s
Join our Saint Mark’s Basilica & Doge’s Palace Tour for a fun, entertaining and educa ve way to explore
the history of Venice! Together with our local tour guide you will get privileged access to the two main
sites of Venice including the terraces of Saint Mark’s so that you don’t have to wait in the queues. The
tour starts at Saint Mark’s Square where you will get a perfect view of the
breathtaking Saint Mark’s Basilica. The Basilica is connected to the Doge’s palace and used to be the
Doge’s private chapel up un l the 19th century. With our privileged access you will bypass the (o en
long) line and enter this grand basilica covered in golden mosaic. Get privileged access to both Saint
Mark’s and Doge’s Palace. We con nue to explore the palace with a visit to the scary prison, the gun
room with an impressive collec on of weapons and a stop at the notorious Bridge of Sighs.
Venice Private Ghost Tour with Gondola
A Ghost Tour through Venice is an intriguing and spooky way to explore the city, both by foot and
gondola. Your local tour guide takes you through the spooky mazes and introduces you to Campo della
Fava, Marco Polo’s house, the bloody well story of Corte Lucatelli and San Gallo where the world-famous
sculptor Antonio Canova died, place of one of the most terrible murders of Venice. The Venice Ghost
Tour proceeds with a 30 minutes Gondola Ride. In the gondola your guide con nues to tell you about the
mysteries of Venice while you silently glide by the sites.
Venice Private Evening Stroll with Gondola
The Venice private evening stroll starts from the small, picturesque and in mate square of Campo San
Giacome o. Here we will ﬁnd the of the most ancient Churches of Vene an history, da ng back to 421
AD, the Church of San Giacome o. Just around the corner from our mee ng point, you will ﬁnd the
famous Ponte Rialto bridge. The bridge’s unique architecture is due to the nearby market; your LivItaly
guide will give you all the history and facts behind this iconic symbol of the city of bridges. From the top
of this beau ful bridge you will have a perfect view over the on the Grand Canal. You will have plenty of
stops along the way to talk about the history of Venice, its anecdotes and of course to take some photos.
Our Venice Private Evening Stroll will then reach Saint Mark’s square. Reaching this beau ful square at
this me of the early evening allows us to admire the Basilica of Saint Mark, the Bell Tower and Doge’s
Palace completely lit up. A gondola will be wai ng for you to take you on a 30 minute ride through the
canals!

Saint Mark’s & Doge’s Palace Treasure Hunt
A treasure hunt that is fun for the whole family. Our LivItaly exclusive Treasure Hunt Tour invites you and
your whole family on an exci ng journey through the most important landmarks in Venice. Your
adventure starts next to Saint Mark’s Basilica in the heart of Venice. Your private tour guide will
introduce the i nerary and give each child their own scavenger hunt-style treasure map and colorful
pens. Together you will enter Saint Mark’s Basilica with skip-the-line access. The treasure hunt con nues
in the enormous Doge’s Palace. The adventure con nues past old-fashioned cannon balls and through
the infamous interroga on rooms before we cross the notorious Bridge of Sighs, ending the tour and
comple ng our treasure hunt. No treasure hunt would be complete without a memorable prize at the
end for the kids!
*This tour includes an op onal mask-making class in tradi onal Vene an style
Murano Glass Tour
▪ DISCOVER THE WORLD-FAMOUS VENETIAN TRADITION OF GLASS-BLOWING
▪ VENTURE OUT ONTO THE WATER AND VISIT THE COLORFUL ISLAND OF MURANO
▪ WATCH A LIVE DEMONSTRATION OF CRAFTSMAN CREATING UNIQUE GLASS PRODUCTS
▪ BUY THE BEST QUALITY GLASS SOUVENIRS AND HAVE THEM SHIPPED DIRECTLY HOME
▪ ENJOY A HIGH-END EXPERIENCE WITH A LUXURY PRIVATE WATER TAXI AND EXPERT GUIDE
Get picked up from your hotel in a luxury private water taxi, and travel to Murano island with your
private local guide. Enjoy a short tour of the colorful island, before making your way to a typical glass
blowing factory. Here you’ll witness a live glass-blowing demonstra on. The tour ends with your private
water taxi taking you for a fun ride back to Venice.
Venice Islands Private Tour with Water Taxi
In this exclusive private tour of the islands around Venice, your Livitaly guide will join you for this four
hour experience as you explore the three main islands: Murano, Torcello and Burano. The Venice Islands
private tour begins directly from your Vene an hotel, if provided with a water taxi dock (if not, we will
provide the closest mee ng loca on).
This tour includes:
▪ MURANO ISLAND WALKING TOUR
▪ GLASS BLOWING FACTORY & SHOPPING TIME
▪ TORCELLO WALKING TOUR AROUND CHURCH
▪ BURANO WALKING TOUR
▪ PRIVATE EXPERT GUIDE
Venice in a Day All-Inclusive Private Tour
Make the most out of your me in Venice! See the major highlights this unique city has to oﬀer with
your private tour guide.
▪ SAINT MARK’S BASILICA

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

DOGE’S PALACE
WALKING TOUR OF VENICE
30 MIN GONDOLA RIDE
SAN GIOVANNI CRISOSTOMO
SANTA MARIA FORMOSA
QUERINI MUSEUM (FROM OUTSIDE)
SANTI GIOVANNI E PAOLO (VENICE’S HOSPITAL)
SAINT MARK’S BELL TOWER (FROM OUTSIDE)
SAINT MARK’S SQUARE
HALL OF THE GREAT COUNCIL
MARCO POLO’S HOUSE

Venice in One Day Private Tour is the perfect tour for those who have li le me but wish to make the
most out of it, in the most interes ng and entertaining way. We start the day at Saint Mark’s Square.
With our privileged access to Saint Mark’s Basilica you will bypass the long line and enter the Golden
Basilica. Explore the numerous treasures with your passionate LivItaly guide before you proceed to the
terrace of the Basilica from where you can enjoy a spectacular view. Saint Mark’s Basilica is the center of
religious Venice, but when it comes to the city’s poli cal center, then we are talking about the Doge’s
Palace. For seven Centuries this powerful palace has housed the Doge, its independent government,
prisons and courts. We con nue to explore the palace with a visit to the spooky prison, the gun room
with an impressive collec on of weapons, and a stop at the notorious Bridge of Sighs. A er a quick lunch
break your guide will show you by foot not only the highlights of Venice such as Rialto Bridge, Marco
Polo’s house and Campo S. Maria Formosa but also the narrow streets and hidden bridges that make
Venice the most roman c city in the world. A day in Venice would not be completed without a gondola
ride! Your LivItaly guide will make sure that you are comfortable in your own private gondola, take some
memorable pictures before waving you oﬀ. You will enjoy a 30 minute ride together with your company,
gliding through narrow and peaceful canals.
Venice VIP Day Tour with Murano
Make the most of your me in Venice by visi ng the famous islands. A top rated LivItaly guide will join
you on a four hour visit around Murano, Torcello and Burano. Each island has its own unique quali es,
ar san workshops and unique landmarks. Our guide will meet you at your hotel in Venice and take you
on a luxury water taxi ride around the islands. The ﬁrst stop on your luxury water taxi is to Murano. A er
a short walk around the island, you will be taken to an ar san glass blowing factory for a live
demonstra on of this intriguing art. Your guide will take you back on your private taxi to Torcello, an
adorable deserted island with very few remains standing. A er a quick ride across the lagoon, your
private guide will walk you through Burano, a Unesco World Heritage site. End your day with another
private water taxi back to the mainland.
Venice Walking Tour at Night with VIP St Mark’s Access
▪ Discover the magic of Venice at night in a small group
▪ Weave through Venice's charming back streets with a passionate local guide
▪ Visit St. Mark’s Basilica by night in a unique way, exclusive to LivItaly
▪ Explore special areas of the grand Basilica like the Pala d’Oro and Crypt

Your journey through Venice by night starts in a charming li le square that boasts the oldest church in
the city. You will con nue with your walking tour seeing the highlights of the city including Saint Marks
Square and Doge’s Palace. You’ll then begin your exclusive night visit inside St. Mark’s Basilica, entering
through a special entrance opened specially for LivItaly groups. Make your way inside and up to the
loggia, visit the church’s special areas, some normally inaccessible or at an addi onal cost, ge ng up
close to the astonishingly ornate Pala d’Oro golden altarpiece, and then venturing down below to the
ancient Crypt, never open during the day. A er an hour exploring the golden interior of St. Mark’s
Basilica in the s llness of the night, your tour ends outside in Piazza San Marco. This is a wonderful place
to end your nigh me tour, as you soak in this huge and sophis cated Vene an square under the
moonlight.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Inside St Marks at Night
▪ Get exclusive access to the basilica - only LivItaly tour groups allowed
▪ Experience a magical light show which brings to life the ceiling mosaics
▪ Enjoy a once in a life me experience in one of Italy's most renowned landmarks
Seeing the charming city of Venice by day is unforge able; seeing it by night on LivItaly’s Inside St Mark’s
at Night Tour is a once in a life me experience. On this tour you will learn who Saint Mark was, what
historians know about him and how he came to be the patron saint of Venice. But most importantly, you
will get to access to the inside of St Mark’s Basilica at night – an exclusive entry, reserved for very few
people into one of the most beau ful landmarks of Venice. You’ll also get access to the Basilica’s crypt
where the patriarchs of Venice are buried. LivItaly’s St Mark’s at Night Tour is an absolute must for
anyone with an interest in history and a ﬂair for the drama c. It is a unique way to see this city at night
which few people get a chance to explore. Ideal for all ages.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour

Ferrari Experiences
Ferrari California* Test Drive in Maranello
Our long-las ng partnership with Ferrari and its surrounding Motor Valley team players gives us the
opportunity to oﬀer this very unique experience. A Ferrari trainer co-pilot will assist you, teach you, and
let you really experience all the horsepower this Ferrari California can oﬀer: 0-100 km/h in 4 seconds!
Explore Maranello and the surrounding area in your dream-vehicle and pamper yourself with this unique
opportunity at a very special price. Your test-drive will be recorded with an internal video camera and
you will get the DVD as the perfect memory. In addi on to your Ferrari California test drive you will get
the chance to experience a Ferrari Formula 1 simulator for 15 min.
We oﬀer driving experiences from 10 minutes up to 1 hour
*Have a diﬀerent Ferrari model in mind? Choose the Ferrari you’d like to drive! We oﬀer the following
op ons at various prices:

▪ Ferrari 430
▪ Ferrari F360 Spider
▪ Ferrari F458 Spider
▪ Ferrari F458
▪ Ferrari F458 Speciale
▪ Ferrari GTC Lusso
▪ Ferrari 488 Spider
▪ Ferrari 488 GTC
▪ Lamborghini Huracan
Ferrari Full Day Experience
A full day immersion in the world of Ferrari, from driving it, to tas ng the delicious local food and visi ng
the Ferrari Gallery Museums.
▪ DRIVE UP TO 1 HR AN F430 OR A CALIFORNIA LUNCH IN LOCAL TYPICAL RESTAURANT (FOR TWO)
▪ FERRARI MUSEUM VISIT (FOR TWO) WITH RED WINE VINEGAR FACTORY VISIT
This Ferrari Experience is designed to give you the opportunity to spend the whole day, hands-on and in
depth, with this unique world of cars and motors. The Experience starts with the opportunity of driving
one of our F430s or a Ferrari California for up to 1 hour. Ferrari co-pilots will train you in all the
adrenaline ﬁlled op ons that the car has, allowing you to explore both speed and challenging roads. You
will then have lunch in a typical local restaurant where the Ferrari engineers, pilots and test-drivers also
hang out. The surrounding valley con nues to this day to produce some of the most amazing and
world-known cuisines. In the a ernoon you will be visi ng the Ferrari Gallery Museum, and have the
opportunity to learn the history of this magical car-factory, and enjoy scenes of its grand F1 career. Lastly,
we will take you to the local Red Wine Vinegar Factory of Modena, where you will taste the famous DOP
Balsamic Vinegar. Note: This Full day Experience is designed for up to 2 people, with one person driving.
Feel free to contact us if you wish to add a second driver.
*This tour is also available as a VIP Ferrari full day tour which give the op on of either a Ferrari F458
Italia or a Lamborghini LP570
Ferrari F458 Driving Experience through Castelli Romani
▪ FERRARI F488 GTB FOR THE ENTIRE DAY
▪ TRANSPORT FROM/TO YOUR HOTEL WITH PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR
▪ DRIVE THROUGH CASTELLI ROMANI
▪ CASTEL GANDOLFO
▪ LOCAL MEAL AT RISTORANTE PAGNANELLI
Your experience will begin by being privately chauﬀeured from your hotel to the Baths of Caracalla, one
of the largest and best preserved ancient thermal complexes in the world. From there, the adventure
starts as you slip into the driver’s seat of Italy’s most exhilara ng and luxurious sports car: the Ferrari
F458 Gran Turismo Berline a. Drive along the panoramic and enchan ng roads towards Castelli Romani
and its group of beau ful small towns: Albano, Ariccia, Castel Gandolfo and Nemi. Our Ferrari F458 Full
Day Experience includes a delicious local meal at Ristorante Pagnanelli, which has been opera ng since

1882 and boasts an infamous view of the Albano Lake.
Full Day Ferrari and Food Experience
▪ ENJOY A THRILLING 30 MIN FERRARI CALIFORNIA TEST DRIVE THROUGH THE VINEYARDS
▪ DISCOVER TWO OF THE REGIONS SPECIAL TREASURES IN ONE DAY: FERRARI AND FOOD
▪ SAVOR A TRADITIONAL LOCAL LUNCH TASTING FILLED WITH DELICIOUS TYPICAL FOODS
▪ RIDE IN AN ORIGINAL FORMULA 1 SIMULATOR FOR THE ULTIMATE F1 EXPERIENCE
Start in Maranello, in the north region of Emilia-Romagna. This is the region where the Ferrari was born,
but it’s also an area rich in food heritage. Visit a Parmesan tas ng factory and a gorgeous vineyard
producing a local red wine, Lambrusco. Test drive the sporty Ferrari California, cruising through the
vineyards with the top down. Enjoy a delicious all-inclusive lunch, tas ng some of the regions special es.
Visit the famous Ferrari museum and get into an original F1 simulator. End oﬀ with a visit to a local Red
Wine Vinegar Factory to taste the world-renowned DOP Balsamic Vinegar. It is certainly a full day packed
with fun and ﬂavor!
Ferrari for Families Day Experience
▪ ENJOY A UNIQUE FAMILY DAY OUT WITH SPORTS CARS, TASTY FOOD, AND LOTS OF FUN
▪ TEST DRIVE THE FOUR-SEATER FERRARI CALIFORNIA CONVERTIBLE WITH THE FAMILY
▪ VISIT THE INCREDIBLE FERRARI MUSEUM, ENTERTAINING FOR BOTH ADULTS AND KIDS
▪ DRIVE AN ADULT AND CHILD-FRIENDLY F1 SIMULATOR FOR A THRILLING F1 EXPERIENCE
▪ GET AN HD DVD RECORDING OF YOUR TEST DRIVE TO WATCH WHEN YOU GET HOME
Cruise around Maranello with the top down, in the gorgeous region where the Ferrari empire began.
Choose between 10 minutes and 2 hours minutes for your drive! Enjoy an all-inclusive lunch, tas ng
some of the regions best local cuisine. Visit the Ferrari Museum and discover the exci ng story behind
this supercar brand. Become Formula 1 drivers in original and child-friendly F1 simulators. It’s a
jam-packed fun day out for both the adults and the kids!

NAPLES, POMPEII & AMALFI COAST TOURS
Pompeii Exclusive Tours
79 A.D.: Plinius wrote about the most violent, cruel and unexpected Volcano erup on of the world.
Relive those moments by adventuring yourself into the amazing sites of Pompeii
▪ PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE
▪ ENTRY TICKETS
▪ HOUSE OF JULIE FELIX
▪ HOUSE OF LOREIUS TIBURTINUS
▪ HOUSE OF MENANDER
▪ HOUSE OF SALLUST
▪ HOUSE OF THE TRAGIC POET
▪ HOUSE OF THE VETTII
▪ LUPANAR
▪ SUBURBAN BATHS

▪ TEMPLE OF ISIS
▪ HOUSE OF THE GLADIATORS
This Pompeii Tour is designed for the hungriest minds, people that are mindful of their me, but are also
fascinated with the story of this amazing province once destroyed by the nearby Vesuvius. Pompeii is
one of Italy’s best preserved archaeological sites and it is a must-visit with a guide. The city was a typical
ancient Roman village founded 80 B.C. A sudden erup on by the volcano, Vesuvius in 79 A.D. buried
Pompeii under 6 meters of ash and wiped it oﬀ the map un l it was rediscovered in 1599. This horrible
incident have le us an important historical legacy that today gives us an incredible glimpse about what
the Roman life was like. On this tour you will be guided by an archaeologist who will draw you the
picture of how the streets use to look with people and horse carriages going up and down. Your private
guide will show you the amazing mosaics and murals and walk around the public baths that were
constructed with central hea ng and saunas in a me when the rest of Europe was s ll living in
mud-huts.
The archaeological area of Pompeii has been a UNESCO World Heritage site since 1997. Our tour guides
of Pompeii are current archeologists, or members of some of the ﬁrst teams that worked on the larger
part of the excava ons of this city and can share with you some of the most amazing anecdotes,
discoveries and stories about Pompeii and its surroundings. An archeological gem, an extraordinarily
preserved peek into ancient history, everybody in this area should witness this site. Join us and be
cap vated by our 2,5 hours private experience.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour.
Private Pompeii & Herculaneum Tour
If you are a history buﬀ and want to see the wonders of two renowned archaeological sites, LivItaly’s
Private Pompeii and Herculaneum Tour is the perfect tour for you! This half day archaeological
adventure provides an expert private guide who will tell you all about that ominous day in 79 A.D. when
both the towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum were destroyed by the powerful Mt Vesuvius erup on.
Most travelers visit Pompeii, and for good reason, but Herculaneum is well worth a visit too thanks to its
impeccable preserva on which has given us even more insight into the lives of residents from thousands
of years ago. These two towns which were once thriving commercial centers near the Gulf of Naples,
were both completely wiped out away in just one a ernoon. This tour will tell you all about that day and
the thriving history and culture of these two towns before the erup on. You will have direct,
skip-the-line access to both sites. Your guide will also accompany you on the quick train ride to
Herculaneum following your private tour of Pompeii.
Private Pompeii & Vesuvius Tour from Rome
Climbing Mount Vesuvius, a dormant volcano, imagining its strongest and scariest erup on of 79 A.D.,
reliving those moments visi ng the sites of Pompeii...all in one day!
Have you ever wanted to take on the adventure of climbing an ac ve volcano? Our Private Pompeii and
Vesuvius tour is for you! This tour is designed for people who want to learn about the history of Pompeii
and then visit the volcano that erupted in 79 A.D. Your Pompeii and Mt Vesuvius full day tour begins
directly at your hotel where your private chauﬀeur will pick you up and drive you south to the ruins of

Pompeii. Admire spectacular frescoes, ancient graﬃ , enter homes and shops and live that drama c
night by capturing how life just suddenly froze. A er walking through the cobbled stone pathways of
Pompeii, you will have me to go for a lunch before your next adventure. Once you have ﬁnished your
lunch, your chauﬀeur will drive you up to Mount Vesuvius to meet an Alpine guide (the only one allowed
to bring you to the top of Mount Vesuvius) and start your climb. Once you have reached the top of the
volcano, you can choose whether to look inside the eye of the ac ve volcano or you can look away and
enjoy a panoramic view over the gulf of Naples.
Capri in a day All-Inclusive Tour
A full day in the most beau ful island of the world, enjoying blue water, gro oes, fancy taxi rides, and an
adventurous sky-life to the top of the Mediterranean sea!
▪ FERRY RIDE TO CAPRI ISLAND
▪ BOAT TOUR AROUND THE ISLAND
▪ CORAL SIGHTSEEING
▪ BLUE GROTTOES
▪ OPEN-TOP TAXI RIDE TO ANACAPRI
▪ CHAIR-LIFT TO THE TOP OF THE ISLAND
▪ WALKING TOUR OF CAPRI
▪ GARDENS OF AUGUSTUS
▪ FREE TIME FOR SHOPPING AND LUNCH
▪ FERRY RIDE BACK TO SORRENTO
In this Capri Full day Tour you get to hop on a boat and go to island: the most well-known VIP island of
the Mediterranean. A er a quick boat-ride around the island to explore the corals and landscapes, you
will be able to visit the amazing world-known blue gro oes of the islands. Enjoy a quick small boat tour
in this amazing blue-watered bit of paradise. We will then con nue to sail around the island and
con nue to learn about Capri’s elegant villas and savor the sun and the sea.
Once back at the port of Capri you will together with your guide ride up the cliﬀ to the town of Anacapri
on an open-air taxi. Here this Capri tour will have privileged access to the chair-li that takes you to the
top highest point of the island. Back down with the taxi to Capri, our local expert will give you a brief
walking tour of Capri and the astonishing gardens of Augustus, suggest a lunch place and some free me
ac vi es. A day dedicated to yourself, the love of nature, food and some Limoncello too.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour.
Pompeii & Amalﬁ Coast Private Day Tour from Rome
Experience the wonders of Pompeii and the beauty of the Amalﬁ Coast in a single day as you escape the
city of Rome and head south towards the Mediterranean. The day begins in Rome with
a pick-up directly from your hotel by your private chauﬀeur. A er a relaxing drive you are delivered to
your private tour guide at the world-famous archaeological site of Pompeii. Pompeii was an ancient
Roman port city that was originally conquered in 80 B.C. and was devastated just under a century later.
Your private guide will take you back into history, showing you beau ful mosaics and the exclusive
houses of ancient Roman merchants and upper class. The day con nues down the infamous winding

Amalﬁ coast line. Enjoy the a ernoon in the picturesque town Positano, one of the most beau ful places
on the Amalﬁ Coast. Make life me memories as you wander along the quaint streets down towards the
Mediterranean sea. You may choose to catch up on some shopping-Positano is ﬁlled with shops selling
handmade sandals, ceramics and even one-of-a kind perfumes and fragrances. Marvel over the
magniﬁcent Amalﬁ lemons and even sample the world famous limoncello. In the late a ernoon, meet
back up with your driver and con nue back to Rome. If me permits your will also enjoy a spin through
yet another amazing coast village, Sorrento.
Amalﬁ Coast Private Boat Excursion
Enjoy the breathtaking Amalﬁ coastline or the spectacular island of Capri in a very luxurious way, with
your private boat! Meet your private bilingual skipper at the port of Sorrento and set out on the
Mediterranean Sea for an unforge able day. Onboard your private boat you will ﬁnd complementary
snacks, cold drinks, towels and snorkeling equipment. You decide if you wish to explore Capri with your
boat, visi ng the town and the blue gro oes or if you prefer to cruise up the Amalﬁ coastline for an
unmatched scenery. Wherever you dock you can be sure to get a VIP treatment with your exclusive
skipper who will show you the hidden bays and other secret gems that are only accessible from the sea.
Forget about the traﬃc packed roads along the coast and over crowded tourist boats, this is a day of
complete relaxa on in the most exclusive way possible. Stop for a lunch break on the beach side in one
of the ny villages, your skipper knows the best places. We guarantee this is a once in a life me
experience you will never forget!
Capri Excursion with Private Boat
Experience the ul mate in luxury travel. Our Capri Excursion with Private Boat takes you to the VIP island
on a private chartered boat. Can you think of a be er way to enjoy the Mediterranean Sea? Meet our
bi-lingual skipper who will introduce you to your boat and its ameni es. On board you will be able to
enjoy towels, snorkeling equipment, snacks and drinks (both alcoholic and un-alcoholic). A er a brief
introduc on you will sail oﬀ towards the amazing island of Capri. Our sugges on will be to do a brief
tour around it, ﬁnd beau ful places where to dive and enjoy the world-known blue waters and chorals.
And most importantly enter the Blue gro oes of Tiberius. Get back on board to admire the cliﬀs and get
informa on from your skipper about the super luxury villas and boats you will be seeing around the
island. You will have the opportunity to dock at the Marina and visit the town of Capri and Anacapri for
lunch (not included) and some free me for shopping. Or just stay on board and enjoy the sun, the
breathe and feel like a true VIP of Capri.
*Please Note: This experience includes: towels, so drinks, snacks and bilingual skipper. The base-fee
price is for our Jerranto 650 which ﬁts up to 6 people. For any addi onal par cipant we then will upgrade
you to our bigger Jerranto 900.
*You also have the op on to add a boat dock in Positano.
Na onal Archaeological Museum Naples Private Tour
▪ Discover many spectacular artworks from Roman, Greek & Renaissance mes
▪ Have a private expert guide to show you the best of this remarkable museum
▪ Uncover a huge collec on of ancient ar facts from Pompeii & Herculaneum
▪ Visit the Secret Room for a fascina ng journey through ancient ero ca

The Na onal Archaeological Museum Naples Private Tour is an incredible experience for art-lovers and
anyone interested in ancient history. As one of Italy’s largest and most important collec ons, you will get
close to many well-preserved pieces, including detailed mosaics, stunningly preserved frescoes and a
magniﬁcent array of classical sculptures. See the notable Farnese Collec on, discover ar facts from the
ancient ci es of Pompeii and Herculaneum, and visit the impressive Egyp an collec on. Enter into the
famous Secret Room and go on a fascina ng journey through ancient ero ca. Enjoy the exclusive
experience of visi ng this impressive collec on with your very own personal guide, and journey through
an quity at its ﬁnest!
Private Day trip to Naples and Pompeii from Rome by Train
LivItaly’s Day Trip to Naples and Pompeii from Rome is one of the best ways to spend a day out of the
city. Meet your private chaperone at central Rome Termini Train Sta on. Sit back in business class and
enjoy a high-speed ride to the center of Naples, ge ng there in just over an hour. Travel on a local train
past Mount Vesuvius to the Pompeii ruins, and meet your private Pompeii guide for a tour of this
fascina ng site. Journey back to Naples by train, and explore some of its city by foot, admiring sites like
The Royal Palace along the way. Stop for an authen c Neapolitan pizza, and then enjoy a coastal stroll
with wonderful views as the perfect end to your me in Naples. Take the high-speed train back, arriving
in Rome in the early evening. A special day out down South, with a private chaperone alongside to make
it stress-free and all fun – all this in just one day!
VIP Pompeii, Capri & Amalﬁ Helicopter Tour
LivItaly’s VIP Amalﬁ Helicopter Tour is not your ordinary tour of southern Italy, it is instead an
extraordinary one – a chance of seeing some of the most picturesque views of Italy all from the comfort
of a seat in the sky. This Amalﬁ Coast Tour starts in Rome, where you will board your helicopter and takes
you across the Italian coastline, over to the most loved vaca on spot of Italy – the Amalﬁ Coast! Expect
VIP treatment, a personalized day of endless views, a scenic ride over the eye of Mt Vesuvius, a 2 hour
guided tour of Pompeii with an expert LivItaly guide, a stop for lunch and shopping in Capri and whisk
back to Rome! The perfect day in Italy.
Full Day Amalﬁ Driving Tour
Avoid any diﬃculty in orienta ng and driving through the narrow, windy roads of the Amalﬁ coast and
explore it comfortably si ng in the back of a vehicle for a relaxing, fulﬁlling, unforge able full day
experience.
▪ A FULL DAY DEDICATED TO COMFORT AND RELAXATION
▪ EXPLORE THE BEAUTY OF THE AMALFI COAST IN THE COMFORT OF A VEHICLE
▪ IMMERSE YOURSELF INTO THE LOCAL CULTURE WITH OUR PASSIONATE LOCAL DRIVERS
▪ DISCOVER SECRET SPOTS BELOVED BY LOCALS
LivItaly’s passionate local chauﬀeur will pick you up at your place in Naples/Sorrento or Amalﬁ area, to
drive you around to the stunning panoramic cliﬀs mirroring themselves in the spectacular water, to the
enchan ng small towns of the Coast and to locals’ favorite secret spots.
Enjoy the relaxing atmosphere, the warmth of the sun, the gentle breath of the breeze, the delights of
your favorite local restaurant.

MILAN
Milan Walking Tour with Last Supper & Duomo
Join us on tour in Milan! See Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper with exclusive limited-access viewing. Visit
San Maurizio al Monastero Maggiore, known as the "Sis ne Chapel of Milan’. Learn about Bramante's
fascina ng op cal illusions at San Sa ro Church. Snack at one of the most well known historic bakeries of
Milan - almost 200 years old. End the tour in front of the magniﬁcent Duomo of Milan. This tour includes
all there is to see of Milan! The perfect way to visit the city.
Everyone needs to visit Milan once in their lives, and what be er place to see this vibrant city than on a
comprehensive Milan Walking Tour with Last Supper? LivItaly Tours has designed the perfect visit to one
of the most exclusive pain ngs in the world – Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper. You will visit the Convent
of Santa Maria delle Grazie where you will get privileged access to view this pain ng in a group as small
as 30 people, making it possible to get up close to one of the most prized works of Italian heritage. Your
tour begins with a highlight and only gets be er from there.
LivItaly’s Milan Walking Tour with Last Supper will also take you to the San Maurizio al Monastero
Maggiore which is known as the Sis ne Chapel of Milan, an historic pastry shop, the ﬁnancial district of
the city, Milan Duomo and plenty more.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour.
Express Last Supper Milan Tour
In case of a short staying in Milan and li le me available or, instead, if you are keen on Leonardo’s Last
Supper and wish to focus on it and spend me in front of its splendid details and the ar st’s mul faceted
talent, this tour is a perfect op on.
▪ MARVEL AT LEONARDO DA VINCI’S LAST SUPPER IN EXCLUSIVE LIMITED-ACCESS VIEWING
▪ ENJOY ONE OF THE WORLD’S GREATEST MASTERPIECES WITH VIP SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE
▪ MAKE A WISE USE OF YOUR TIME WHILE IN MILAN
Focused on Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece, this 45 minutes tour gives you direct access to the pain ng,
a er an exhaus ve introduc on by LivItaly’s guide, who will explain the explicit and hidden meanings of
the artwork (including the wonder of a musical composi on hidden in it!) and Leonardo’s genius.
It is designed as to allow you to enter the refectory which houses the pain ng and admire it as long as
possible with no distrac on.

SHORE EXCURSIONS
Best of Rome : All-inclusive Shore Excursion
▪ PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM & TO THE PORT
▪ ENTRY TICKETS & RESERVATION FEES
▪ ROMAN FORUM
▪ PALATINE HILL
▪ COLOSSEUM

▪ TREVI FOUNTAIN
▪ PANTHEON
▪ VATICAN MUSEUMS
▪ RAPHAEL ROOMS
▪ SISTINE CHAPEL
▪ SAINT PETER’S BASILICA
On our Best of Rome Shore Excursion your exclusive private driver will meet you directly at the dock of
the ship holding a sign with your name on it. Begin your private day tour with skip-the-line access to the
Colosseum, Roman Forum and Pala ne Hill your private LivItaly guide will walk you through ancient
wonders and bring to life buildings, structures, architecture and stories of generals and Emperors. Your
Best of Rome Shore Excursion will con nue with a drive through the city center where you will see all of
the highlights and stop for a nice lunch alla Romana. No trip to Rome can be complete without a trip to
Va can City to see the grand Va can museums and Michelangelo's Sis ne Chapel. The tour ends with a
visit to St. Peter’s Basilica, where you will admire Michelangelo’s Pietà, the Bernini Baldacchino and
much more. Your private driver will be wai ng for you when you exit the Basilica to escort you back to
your cruise ship at Civitavecchia.
Florence & Pisa All-incl Shore Excursion
▪ PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM & TO THE PORT
▪ ENTRY TICKETS & RESERVATION FEES
▪ LEANING TOWER IN PISA
▪ PONTE VECCHIO
▪ THE DUOMO
▪ THE BAPTISTRY
▪ PIAZZA DELLA SIGNORIA
▪ PIAZZA DELLA REPUBBLICA
▪ GALLERIA DELL’ACCADEMIA
▪ MICHELANGELO’S DAVID
▪ BASILICA DI SANTA CROCE
▪ PIAZZA MICHELANGELO
You will be picked up in the morning directly at the port and brought to Pisa’s landmark, the Leaning
Tower of Pisa. Visit the beau ful Bap stery and Cathedral and learn about Pisa’s most famous scien st,
Galileo Galilei. (All the sites are only from the outside.) Back in the car you will get the chance to enjoy
beau ful Tuscany hills outside your window while you are comfortable riding to your next adventure,
Florence. Before we start exploring Florence we take a lunch break at one of our favorite restaurants (not
included in the price) followed by our walking tour through Florence. We reach one of Florence largest
art museums; Galleria dell’Accademia and enter with privileged access. In this stunning art museum we
ﬁnd important pieces from the renaissance, the most famous one is Michelangelo’s David. When you exit
the museum your private car will be ready to bring you back to Livorno and your cruise ship. Sail oﬀ in
the sunset and know that you did Tuscany to the fullest!
*Tour can commence from either Livorno Port or La Spezia Port

Best of Venice: All-incl Shore excursion
▪ PRIVATE TRANSFER FROM AND TO THE PORT
▪ ENTRY TICKETS & RESERVATION FEES
▪ SAINT MARK’S BASILICA
▪ DOGE’S PALACE
▪ SAN GIOVANNI CRISOSTOMO
▪ SANTA MARIA FORMOSA
▪ SANTI GIOVANNI E PAOLO
▪ SAINT MARK’S BELL TOWER
▪ SAINT MARK’S SQUARE
▪ HALL OF THE GREAT COUNCIL
▪ MARCO POLO’S HOUSE
Our Best of Venice All-inclusive Shore Excursion is the perfect way to see the city of bridges. You do not
have to plan anything, just relax and take in all the beauty. The day starts directly outside your cruise
ship where a private motor boat will be wai ng for you. Your private motorboat will bring you to Campo
San Giacome o where we start with a private walking tour of Venice. See all the beau ful highlights
such as Rialto bridge, Marco Polo’s house and Campo S. Maria Formosa but also the narrow streets and
hidden bridges that makes Venice the most roman c city in the world. Enjoy the spectacular view of the
façade of Saint Mark’s Basilica, decorated in golden mosaic, before we enter this important basilica with
privileged access. We then discover Venice’s poli cal and economic center, the Doge’s Palace. day in
Venice would not be completed without a gondola ride! Around the corner a private gondola is wai ng
for you and your LivItaly guide will make sure that you are si ng comfortable and take memorable
pictures of you before waving you oﬀ. You will enjoy a 30 minute ride gliding through narrow and
peaceful canals. Once this is over, your private motorboat will be wai ng for you to bring you back to
your cruise ship.
Pompeii Shore Excursion
▪ PRIVATE CAR FROM & TO NAPLES PORT
▪ ENTRY TICKETS & RESERVATION FEES
▪ HOUSE OF JULIE FELIX
▪ HOUSE OF LOREIUS TIBURTINUS
▪ HOUSE OF MENANDER
▪ HOUSE OF SALLUST
▪ HOUSE OF THE TRAGIC POET
▪ HOUSE OF THE VETTII LUPANAR
▪ SUBURBAN BATHS
▪ TEMPLE OF ISIS
▪ HOUSE OF THE GLADIATORS
Your private driver will be wai ng for you with a comfortable air-condi oned car to take you straight to
Pompeii. Together with your private tour guide you will enter the world famous excava on that is s ll
being explored by interna onal archeologists. Pompeii is one of Italy’s best preserved archaeological
sites. Get the most out of your visit with an expert tour guide. The city was an ancient Roman port town
founded in 80 B.C. A sudden erup on of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 A.D. buried Pompeii under 6 meters of ash. It

was wiped completely oﬀ the map and forgo en about un l it was rediscovered in 1599 .Your private
guide will show you around this amazing UNESCO World Heritage site. Many of our exclusive tour guides
are archeologists, and they are ready to share anecdotes, discoveries and stories about Pompeii and the
surrounding historical areas. When you have sa sﬁed your hungry minds your private chauﬀeur will be
ready with the car to bring you back to your cruise ship in Naples.
*This Tour can be combined with wine tas ng on Vesuvius, Herculaneum or Amalﬁ at an addi onal cost.
Pompeii & Vesuvius All-Inclusive Shore Excursion
Our Pompeii & Vesuvius all-inclusive shore excursion is a fun experience for the whole family! You will be
accompanied by a private driver and a private tour guide for the full day. The day starts directly at your
cruise ship in Naples where your private driver will pick you up with a comfortable air condi oned car
that will bring you to the Pompeii excava on sites. You will have direct access into the ruins of Pompeii
to be toured with your private guide. Following the tour of Pompeii, you will have me for lunch at a
local restaurant (not included in the price). Once you are full from lunch, get back in your private
chauﬀeur and enjoy a car ride up Vesuvius. You will get very close to the top, but the rest must be
climbed by foot. Our driver will leave you on the tourist walking path where you can choose to con nue
the trail on your own or wait for the local Alpine guide who will accompany you along the trail with a
group of fellow travelers. In either case, get ready to look right into the eye of one of the most talked
about ac ve volcanoes in the world – Mt Vesuvius. The hike is not tough and is therefore suitable for
most children and adults. Once you are back at the car your private driver will take you back to the cruise
ship.
Best of Florence: Shore Excursion from Livorno
Enjoy a private & comfortable shore excursion to one of Italy’s most visited ci es, Florence! Learn about
the birthplace of Renaissance and take in all the beauty this city has to oﬀer! The day starts in the most
relaxing way: exit your cruise ship and enter our air condi oned, comfortable car. Admire the green
landscape of Tuscany while your private chauﬀeur brings you to the center of Florence where your
private tour guide will be wai ng for you. Once you arrive in Florence, your LivItaly tour guide will give
you a brief introduc on of the city. You will be accompanied by your private guide on a walking tour
through the city to learn about its rich history. Your guide will give you sugges ons for lunch restaurants
and you will have me to sit down and enjoy a typical Tuscan meal (not included in the price) before we
con nue to explore Florence. Upon booking we suggest that you no fy us if you wish to visit the Uﬃzi
Gallery (with e.g. Bo celli’s The Birth of Venus) or Galleria dell’Accademia (with e.g. Michelangelo’s The
David). The art museum you have chosen will be our next stop on this excursion. You and you private
tour guide will enter with privileged access and therefore skip the o en long lines. No ma er which
museum you will visit we guarantee an enriching and deligh ul experience among one of the world’s
best art collec ons.
Shore Excursion: Cinque Terre Tour from La Spezia
If you are looking to spend the day exploring one of Italy’s most stunning coastlines, LivItaly’s Cinque
Terre Tour from La Spezia is the perfect op on. Star ng from the La Spezia Port, you will meet your
private tour guide, who will take you to the highlights of this gorgeous coastal UNESCO World Heritage
site. You will experience Cinque Terre from many angles, up high with sweeping views, all the way down
to the water where you will enjoy a coastal boat ride. Explore Cinque Terre by car, boat, train and on foot

with your expert guide by your side. Savor a relaxing lunch in one of Cinque Terre’s colourful ﬁshing
towns. This Cinque Terre tour is designed to truly immerse yourself in one of Italy’s most beau ful
coastal des na ons.
Capri All-Inclusive Shore Excursion
Are you not sure what to do when your cruise ship docks in Naples? Our Capri Shore Excursion Tour is a
relaxing all-inclusive experience that lets you visit luxurious Capri in style. Take in the scenery with your
private Livitaly tour guide. Visit the most gorgeous sites and learn about the history: both ancient and
modern. Your day starts with a private pick-up from your cruise ship in Naples. Your local guide will have
ckets ready for you to board on the ﬁrst ferry to the beau ful Island of Capri. When we reach the island
you will hop oﬀ the ferry and switch to a motor boat. Relax in the sun and enjoy a lovely excursion
around the island. Take in the views of the beau ful private villas and drama c cliﬀs while your private
guide introduces you to the island’s history. We will make an adventurous stop to enter the famous Blue
Gro o (if weather permits). A er an exci ng boat trip around Capri, you are ready to explore the island.
Con nue your Capri shore excursion in an open-top taxi. Your private guide will join you to explore the
beau ful town of Anacapri. Take the famous li to the very top of the island. Next we head to the stylish
main town of Capri. Enjoy a luxurious lunch break in one of our favorite restaurants (not included in the
price) and take in the glamour of the island. Now is your moment to take some free me for shopping,
relaxing, window browsing or even a lemon iced granita . Finally, we grab the ferry back to the mainland
where your private chauﬀeur will meet you and drive you back to your cruise ship in Naples.

VERONA, BOLOGNA & MODENA
Verona Private Walking Tour
▪ Explore one of northern Italy’s most beau ful and roman c medieval ci es
▪ See the famous Juliet Balcony from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet tragedy
▪ Discover many sites, including glorious piazzas, tombs and ancient arenas
▪ Enjoy ﬁne views of the city’s oldest bridge and an ancient Roman theater
This comprehensive Verona Walking Tour is a deligh ul way to see this city of love. Stroll around the
charming historic center of Verona with your expert LivItaly guide. Marvel at the city’s beau ful
architecture, magniﬁcent piazzas, ancient arenas and ornate tombs. See the famous Juliet Balcony from
Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet tragedy. Discover the side streets of Verona, in between colorful buildings,
and on to the Adige River for glorious views. Enjoy discovering the well-preserved treasures of this
beau ful and roman c northern Italian city, and quickly understand why it earned its UNESCO World
Heritage status!
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Bologna Private Walking Tour
This tour includes:
▪ PIAZZA MAGGIORE
▪ BASILICA DI SAN PETRONIO
▪ SALA BORSA
▪ MUNICIPAL PALACE

▪ UNIVERSITY OF BOLOGNA
▪ ARCHIGINNASIO ANATOMIC
▪ THEATRE QUADRILATERO
Bologna dates back to 1000 BC and has played an important role in the world’s history. It is a bustling city
that holds the ﬁrst university in the world. To this day it is a popular city among Italian and interna onal
students… On this your, you will enjoy a private walk through the deligh ul city of Bologna with an
expert, private tour guide who will answer all of your ques ons. Learn the history of the food, art and
buildings!
Modena Private Walking Tour
This tour includes:
▪ DUCAL PALACE
▪ POMPOSA CHURCH
▪ PIAZZA GRANDE
▪ DUOMO
▪ GHIRLANDINA TOWER
▪ ALBINELLI MARKET
▪ CORSO CANAL GRANDE
▪ NOVI SAD PARK
Walk in the footsteps of Luciano Pavaro & Enzo Ferrari on this private cap va ng walk! Discover the
hometown of Pavaro and Ferrari! Delight in the stories of life in Modena. Get expert recommenda ons
from your local guide.

SICILY
Siracusa Half-day Private Tour
As a jewel box, Syracuse holds some of the most precious ar s c, archaeological and natural treasures of
the whole Sicily. Walking through its town center, enshrined in the small island of Ortygia, and then
visi ng the natural wonders of the Neapolis Archaeological Park is an extraordinary journey through
millennia and breathtaking emo ons.
▪ VISIT SIRACUSA WITH YOUR PRIVATE GUIDE
▪ WALK THROUGH OVER 3000 YEARS OF HISTORY
▪ ADMIRE THE ARTISTIC BEAUTY OF ONE OF THE MOST ENCHANTING CITIES IN SICILY
▪ DISCOVER THE GEMS OF SIRACUSA’S LANDSCAPE
Follow your LivItaly guide on the small Ortygia island, to discover the imposing Temple of Apollo, the
Baroque Piazza Duomo with the many historical layers of its Cathedral, Palazzo Beneventano del Bosco,
and the Jewish Quarter, up to Archimedes Square.
Deeds of young heroines enliven the earliest history of the city: step into the Basilica of Santa Lucia and
listen to the story of the 4th century girl who was born and martyred here, surrender to the charm of the
fresh water Fountain of Arethusa and the myth of the nymph who le Greece to elect the city as new

home.
LivItaly private chauﬀeur will then escort you to the Neapolis Archaeological Park. It is just a change in
se ng, but the sense of amazement stands: marvel at the Ancient Greek Theater, s ll an ac ve theater
venue to date, and at the huge ear-shaped cavern known as the Ear of Dionysius, connected by the
legend to the merciless 5th century BC Syracuse tyrant.
Siracusa & Noto Full Day Tour
Sicily is world-renowned for the astounding beauty of its Baroque architecture and the unrivalled
tas ness of its food. This full day experience is a perfect op on to discover and enjoy both of them in
one go, pampered by your LivItaly guide and LivItaly private chauﬀeur.
▪ LIVE A CHARMING FULL DAY EXPERIENCE IN TWO OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CITIES IN SICILY
▪ WALK THROUGH OVER 3000 YEARS OF HISTORY IN SYRACUSE
▪ IMMERSE YOURSELF INTO THE MARVELOUS BAROQUE ART OF NOTO
▪ FILL YOUR HEART WITH THE STUNNING SICILIAN LANDSCAPE AND THE WARMTH OF DELICIOUS
SICILIAN FOOD
Start your day with an amazing walk through Syracuse historical center, enshrined on the small island of
Ortygia, and unfold its thousands years old history with your private LivItaly guide. It is a journey in me
through ar s c treasures and heroic deeds, from the ancient Temple of Apollo to the Baroque Piazza
Duomo, Palazzo Beneventano del Bosco, and the Jewish Quarter, up to Archimedes Square, the Basilica
of Santa Lucia, dedicated to the city’s patron, and the charming fresh water Fountain of Arethusa.
Overwhelmed already? You are not even half way and the road is punctuated with so many incredible
marvels!
LivItaly private chauﬀeur will escort you and your guide to the Neapolis Archaeological Park, to enjoy its
natural se ng, with the perfectly preserved ancient Greek Theater, one of the most important
archaeological sites of the ancient world, the Roman Theater and the spectacular limestone cave known
as the Ear of Dionysius.
A er a scrump ous Sicilian lunch with wine, relax in the back of a comfortable vehicle, while your
LivItaly private chauﬀeur heads to the city of Noto, capital of Baroque architecture. What an
unforge able stroll through its town center! The 18th century façade and balconies of the aristocra c
Palazzo Nicolaci, the majesty of the Church of Montevergine (also known as San Girolamo), Piazza XVI
Maggio with the Church of San Domenico and the Fountain of Hercules will forever embed into your
heart, together with the brightness of the Sicilian sun and the delicious typical granite that will end in
sweetness your perfect full day in Sicily.
Private Mount Etna Tour with Wine Tas ng
Explore the Sicily’s Etna Volcano from bo om to top and spend an unforge able, adventurous full day
immersed in the majesty of its landscape, pampered by LivItaly local expert drivers, Alpine guides, and
winery owners.
▪ JEEP PICK UP AND DROP OFF AT YOUR HOTEL
▪ ADVENTOUROUS DRIVE, HIKE AND FUNICULAR RIDE TO THE TOP OF THE SICILY’S ETNA VOLCANO
▪ ENJOY A THRILLING EXPERIENCE ATOP A VERY ACTIVE VOLCANO AND TAKE A LOOK STRAIGHT INTO HIS
MOUTH

▪ RELAX IN FRONT OF A DELICIOUS SICILIAN LUNCH PAIRED WITH GREAT LOCAL WINES IN A FAMILY
OWNED VINEYARD
As the most iconic natural feature of Sicily, the Etna Volcano has always ckled the curiosity of
adventurous travelers and the deep aﬀec on of the island’s inhabitants.
LivItaly gives you the chance to meet it at a very close distance and explore its stunning natural scenery.
Early in the morning, LivItaly’s local guide will pick you up and head on a Jeep to the volcano and through
its many layers of history and vegeta on. Midslope you will get oﬀ and take a scenic ride on a cable car
and then a second amazing drive farer up, over 3000 meters above sea level, on a 4x4 Monster Truck.
This is the highest point you may reach with a transport. Beyond it, you have to only count on your steps,
your sense of adventure and the great exper se of a cer ﬁed Etna mountaineer, who will bring you to
the very top, close by the crater and its plumes of smoke, with the lava ﬂowing under the surface, to
enjoy one of the most spectacular views you have ever seen.
Such a thrilling, unique experience requires physical and mental energies and deserves a perfect end: a
well-earned fantas c wine tas ng experience, paired with delicious food in a family owned volcano
winery.
* Depending on weather condi ons and forecast, the top por on of Etna and the ski li may not be
included in the i nerary.
Catania Private Walking Tour
The Sicilian city of Catania is pure charm, for its natural se ng and the imposing Etna Volcano proﬁle
looking over it as a sen nel, for the domina ng black color of the lava blocks and its vibrant, lively
atmosphere.
A private walk through it allows you to capture all its extraordinary beauty and get in touch with the pure
heart of a true Sicilian city.
▪ VISIT THE HIGHLIGHTS OF CATANIA WITH A PRIVATE LOCAL GUIDE
▪ CAPTURE THE PUREST ESSENCE OF A SICILIAN CITY
▪ LEARN ABOUT THE PERSONALITIES WHO MADE THE CITY GREAT
▪ EXPERIENCE THE SICILIAN FOLKLORE AT THE LOCAL FISH MARKET
Catania’s history unwind across millennia, shaped by great personali es as well as by earthquakes and
volcanic erup ons. Your LivItaly guide will bring everything to life, while you stroll through the city’s
marvelous town center.
Listen to amazing stories about the long-las ng Kingdom of Sicily, the child prodigy opera composer
Bellini, the city’s patron Saint Agatha and live a memorable journey in me visi ng stunning landmarks,
from the ancient Roman Theater to the huge 19th century Villa Bellini with its breathtaking gardens, from
Medieval and early Renaissance architectures, such as the Ursino Castle and the Chiesa di San
Benede o, to the iconic Cathedral.
Did you know that Catania also houses a UNESCO World Heritage Site, Via dei Crociferi, a street lined
with Baroque convents and monasteries for children des ned to become clergy?
To end in beauty, a plunge into the Sicilian folklore at the local Fish Market: ﬁll your eyes with the
surprising view of ﬁsh-sellers shou ng out the catch of the day and showing any imaginable type of ﬁsh!

* Catania Cathedral may close unexpectedly on occasion of liturgical ceremonies
Agrigento Valley of the Temples Private Tour
Thousands years ago, Agrigento was one of the most powerful Greek ci es of Sicily, lined with seven
miles of for ﬁca on walls.
LivItaly’s Private walk through the Valley of the Temples makes you perceive all the ancient leading role
and historic importance of the city and bring back to life its mighty history, while you marvel at the
stunning views over the surrounding landscape.
▪ VISIT THE BREATHTAKING VALLEY OF THE TEMPLES WITH A PRIVATE GUIDE BY YOUR SIDE
▪ TRAVEL BACK IN TIME TO ONE OF ANCIENT GREEK WORLD’S LARGEST CITIES IN SICILY
▪ IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE WONDERFUL SICILIAN LANDSCAPE, WITH A BLUE SEA BACKDROP
Agrigento’s Valley of the Temples is an absolute must for any visitor to Sicily.
The Valley is pointed with majes c ancient cult buildings, da ng back to the 5th century BC and s ll
standing, witness of the magniﬁcence and the size of the ancient Greek city of Akragas.
LivItaly’s tour starts with a small hike to the top of the hill to reach the 5th century Temple of Juno and
enjoy the breathtaking views over the ancient town and the temples below, with the sparkling deep blue
sea of Sicily in the background.
A walk down then takes you to the imposing Temple of Concordia, the Temple of Heracles and the
Temple of Castor and Pollux, chosen as the icon of the Valley, since it s ll keeps some statues of its
original decora on incredibly intact a er thousands years.
On your way down, you also explore a surprising modern jewel nestled into the valley: Villa Aurea with
its lavish gardens, residence of Alexander Hardcastle, a captain of the Bri sh Army who fell in love with
the place and contributed to the funding of the ﬁrst archaeological inves ga ons.
* The i nerary requires light hiking. In case of diﬃcul es with this feature, please inform us so that we
can arrange a change in i nerary and cover small por ons of the tour with a local minitrain
* You can meet LivItaly’s guide in Agrigento or you can choose to be picked up by a private chauﬀeured
driver from Palermo, Catania or Syracuse at an addi onal cost.
The second op on also gives you the amazing opportunity to stop at the popular Scala dei Turchi, enjoy
the beauty of this white rocky cliﬀ and take a dip into the sparkling Sicilian blue sea.

PARIS
Private Versailles Tour | Royal Palace & Gardens Golf Cart Tour
The word Versailles is a synonymous to elegance, pomp, and perfectly designed gardens since centuries.
LivTours’ privileged skip-the-line entrance, your expert guide and a Golf Cart at your disposal is all you
need to explore its magniﬁcent natural and man made architectures at your own pace, in the wake of
your curiosity and passions.
▪ VISIT VERSAILLES WITH A PRIVATE GUIDE BY YOUR SIDE
▪ EXPLORE VERSAILLES GARDENS IN THE COMFORT OF A FOUR-SEAT GOLF CART
▪ ENJOY SKIP-THE-LINE ENTRANCE INTO VERSAILLES PALACE

▪ UNLEASH YOUR IMAGINATION AND DREAM ON FRENCH ROYALS’ SUMPTOUS DAILY HABITS
▪ MARVEL AT THE CHARM OF YOUR FULL FIGURE REFLECTED IN A ROYAL MIRROR
Just 15 miles away from Paris, Versailles Palace and Gardens represent the dream come true of King
Louis XIV, who in the second half of the 17th century transformed a former hun ng lodge into a royal
residence and a marvelous place to relax and party on a grand scale.
Explore the extraordinary gardens and hang around on your Golf Cart to see their major a rac ons, such
as Louis XIV’s private refuge from his bustling court known as “the Grand Trianon” and the central
fountains, seat of a seasonal water show.
Once you have sa sﬁed your hunger for the well-tented park, step into the palace and walk through his
mind-blowing halls and galleries to astonish at the inven ve beauty and design of the Galerie des
Glaces/Hall of Mirrors, the Royal Chapel, the sumptuous State Apartment, and more in mate areas of
the palace, such as the royal bedchambers.
* On request and at an addi onal cost, the tour can also include a private chauﬀeured drive for the
whole day, with pick up and drop oﬀ at your hotel and the chance to visit Claude Monet’s Giverny house
and garden
Paris in a Day Tour | VIP Paris with River Cruise
Paris is one of the most roman c and charming ci es through the world, mul faceted and dense of
culture and iconic places. If you have not much me available, LivTours’ Paris in a Day makes you cover
all the city’s highlights and experience the beauty of the French capital with diﬀerent viewpoints, walking
tours through its most typical cobblestone streets, a cruise across the river Seine, and a privileged
entrance to its world-renowned Louvre Museum.
▪ COVER ALL OF PARIS HIGHLIGHTS IN ONE DAY IN THE COMFORT OF A PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR
▪ HAVE RELAXING, INFORMATIVE WALKS THROUGH THE MOST POPULAR AND VIBRANT PARIS DISTRICTS,
MONTMARTRE AND ILE-DE-LA-CITE’
▪ CRUISE ACROSS THE RIVER SEINE
▪ ENJOY SKIP-THE-LINE ENTRANCE TO THE LOUVRE MUSEUM AND WINK AT LEONARDO DA VINCI’S
MONA LISA TO MAKE HER REVEAL HER SECRET
▪ FEEL THE ROMANCE TO CLOSELY LOOK AT PARIS ICON – THE EIFFEL TOWER
Your Parisian day starts, together with a LivTours’ expert guide by your side, with a walking tour through
the lively streets of the Montmartre area, populated by street painters and musicians, to meet the
legendary Moulin Rouge cabaret, the former homes of great ar sts such as Van Gogh, Renoir and
Picasso, and historic vineyards, up to the Basilica of Sacre Coeur.
Absorb the energy of this vibrant district before entering the Louvre Museum, which houses the largest
collec on of artworks in the world. The Museum is crowded all year around, but LivTours grants you
in mate access to all its wonders, from marvelous ancient Greek sculptures as the Venus de Milo to
world masterpieces as the enigma c Leonardo’s Monalisa.
A er visi ng the collec on, what be er than discovering the Ile de la Citè, the natural island set in the
middle of Paris, with a relaxing stroll across Pont Neuf, the oldest stone bridge in Paris, down to the
Gothic La Sainte Chapelle with its stunning stained glassed windows, the Conciergerie, notorious jail in
the gory French revolu on period, and the amazing Notre Dame Cathedral?

You will then board your boat at Pont Marie Bridge and embark on an unforge able, roman c journey
on the sightseeing Seine river cruise. Savor your delicious French chocolate ﬁlled crepe, while you pass
along the most famous Paris’ wonders, such as the Les Invalides complex or the Musée d’Orsay, treasury
of Impressionism art.
The naviga on ends at the city icon, the Eiﬀel Tower, 19th century wrought-iron masterpiece. Before
leaving your LivTours’ guide, get recommenda ons for a light lunch and all the informa on you may need
to enter the Tower and reach its top.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
* The Notre Dame Cathedral is currently closed to the public because of rebuilding works a er the 2019
ﬁre. You will admire it and learn about its wonderful architecture and decora on from afar.
* If you choose the Eiﬀel Tower Add-on, LivTours will provide you with the ckets to the second ﬂoor of
the Tower at an addi onal cost
Private Musée d’Orsay Tour | History of Impressionism Tour
The le bank of the Seine river houses one of the most important museums of modern art in the world,
which is also an extraordinary example of industrial archaeology, the Musée d’Orsay.
Oﬃcially opened to the public as an art collec on only in 1986, it displays stunning artworks by modern
ar sts - Van Gogh, Monet, Renoir, Cezanne, Picasso, to men on just a few of the many amazing names and illustrate the development of art movements, Impressionism above all, from the second half of the
19th century up to the First World War, 1914.
▪ VISIT MUSEE D’ORSAY, TREASURY OF IMPRESSIONISM, WITH A PRIVATE EXPERT GUIDE
▪ ENJOY LIVTOURS’ PRIVILEGED SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE TO THE WORLD LARGEST COLLECTION OF
IMPRESSIONIST ART
▪ MARVEL AT STUNNING PAINTINGS AS VAN GOGH’S STARRY NIGHT
▪ LEARN ABOUT THE ARTISTIC AND POLITICAL IMPACT AND INFLUENCE OF THE IMPRESSIONISM
MOVEMENT
▪ ENJOY WALKING THROUGH A 19TH CENTURY RAILWAY STATION
Escorted by your LivTours’ private guide, you will take an incredible journey through Modernity, by
exploring the museum permanent collec on and learning about the ar s c and poli cal meanings of
modern art expressions, including a look at the rota ng temporary exhibi ons.
The se ng is impressive: the museum building was ﬁrst created in the second half of the 19th century as
a railway sta on, Gare d’Orsay, to house the ﬁrst electric trains of France and s ll preserves nowadays its
original charming art nouveau interior. Besides this, from the top ﬂoor you can enjoy breathtaking views
over the river and the Basilica of the Sacre Coeur.
Deluxe Private Paris Museums Tour | Louvre & Musee d’Orsay
If you are an art lover, this is a must to do tour when in Paris, a full day experience not to miss.
You skip any lines thanks to LivTours’ privileged entrance and have an expert guide by your side: the best
ever premises to take in all the beauty of some of the greatest works ever created and to explore world
art history from its earliest beginnings to modern mes. The view of masterpieces as the Venus de Milo,
Leonardo’s Monalisa, Van Gogh’s Starry night will put a spell on you and capture your heart and soul
forever.

▪ VISIT THE TWO MOST FAMOUS MUSEUMS IN PARIS WITH SKIP THE LINE PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE
▪ ENJOY MASTERPIECES IN WORLD ART HISTORY AT THE LOUVRE MUSEUM
▪ FEEL THE ROMANTIC ATMOSPHERE OF A LIGHT PARISIAN LUNCH IN THE HEART OF THE CITY
▪ MARVEL AT THE STUNNING COLLECTION OF MODERN PAINTINGS OF THE MUSEE D’ORSAY, TREASURY
OF IMPRESSIONISM
As the largest and most visited art museum in the world with a collec on of over 35,000 artworks, the
Louvre Museum would require days and days to orientate and enjoy. LivTours’ Private Tour, however,
grants you in mate access to all the highlights with an expert guide on your side. Prepare yourself to a
marvelous, unforge able journey through millennia: you will span Egyp an an qui es, such as the giant
Great Sphinx of Tanis, jewels of Greek Hellenis c sculpture, like the iconic armless Venus de Milo and the
headless Winged Victory of Samothrace, the Renaissance powerful Rebellious Slave and Dying Slave
sculptures by the genius Michelangelo, up to the modern reﬁned, stunning Corona on of Napoleon
pain ng by Jacques-Louis David.
Symbol of the Museum, Leonardo Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa stands out, despite of its small dimensions, as
one of the most famous and enigma c works ever.
Have a lunch break and a bit of a rest on your own before immersing yourself in the magic se ng of the
Musée d’Orsay, a former railway sta on converted into the treasury of Impressionist art.
Lose yourself among the wavy clouds of Van Gogh’s Starry Night, the faint, elegant ballerinas’ tutus by
Degas, Monet’s inﬁnite meadow of poppies.
Montmartre Tour
Breath the most typical and vibrant atmosphere of Paris with a leisurely stroll up the hill of Montmartre!
▪ EXPLORE MONTMARTRE, ONE OF PARIS MOST POPULAR AND TYPICAL DISTRICTS
▪ IMMERSE YOURSELF INTO THE BOHEMIAN AND VIBRANT PARISIAN ATMOSPHERE
▪ LISTEN TO AMAZING ANEDOCTES ABOUT THE CANCAN DANCE AND THE OLDEST CABARETS IN THE CITY
▪ TASTE A CRUNCHY FRESHLY-BAKED FRENCH BAGUETTE
▪ ENJOY BREATH-TAKING VIEWS OF THE PARIS SKYLINE
The bohemian spirit of the Montmartre area, populated by street painters and musicians, immediately
captures you, as you step into its animated cobblestone streets.
Meet true legends in Parisian history and city life: the Moulin Rouge windmill, home to the risqué cancan
dance, the Au Lapin Agile cabaret da ng back to the 19th century, historic vineyards, and the former
homes of the greatest modern ar sts such as Van Gogh, Renoir and Picasso.
Live Paris! On your way to the symbol of the district, the Basilica of Sacre Coeur, enjoy a yummy stop to
taste a delicious freshly-baked French bague e in one of Montmartre’s highly awarded bakeries. Then
take a deep breath, reach the church on top and prepare yourself to one of the most mind-blowing views
of Paris skyline.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Paris Catacombs Tour | Small Group Underground Tour
All around the world, Paris is known as the “Ville Lumiere”, the City of Light. As any large metropolis,

however, it also hides a very dark side. A maze of more than 200 miles of tunnels runs under the Parisian
surface and houses the arranged remains of roughly 6 millions ci zens.
▪ WALK THROUGH THE INTRICATE MAZE OF THE PARISIAN CATACOMBS
▪ HEAR THRILLING STORIES ON LEGENDARY RESIDENT GHOSTS AND ON THE USE OF THE CATACOMBS IN
WARTIME
▪ ENJOY VIP ACCESS TO RARELY SEEN AREAS WITH RESTRICTED ACCESS
▪ SHIVER AT THE HABIT OF BEAUTIFYING THE BONES
A 133-step staircase leads you down to the series of narrow tunnels which were dug in the 13th century
to quarry limestone and then since 1780 converted into a burial place.
The Catacombs played a crucial role for a long me through Parisian history: they were partly des ned to
honorary monuments for people who died ﬁgh ng during the French revolu on, they became bunkers
during World War II and are even s ll used nowadays for chilling raves and swimming par es by a group
of enthusiasts known as the cataphiles.
Walk through them and shiver at the habit of beau fying the skeletal remains, by decora ng or
arranging them in incredibly accurate ways. Fascina ng and creepy at the same me, “the Barrel” inside
the Crypt of the Passion will leave you astonished for its architecture: it is completely made up of bones!
LivTours’ explora on of the Catacombs also gives you the rare chance to enter exclusive areas restricted
to the general public.
Louvre Tour | Museum Tour
As one of the top wonders of Paris and the largest and most visited art museum in the world, the Louvre
Museum enchants you for the immensity and variety of its collec ons and the incredible amount of
masterpieces included in it.
▪ ENJOY A SKIP THE LINE PRIVILEGED ENTRANCE TO THE LOUVRE MUSEUM
▪ MARVEL IN FRONT OF SOME OF THE GREATEST MASTERPIECES IN WORLD ART HISTORY
▪ WINK AT LEONARDO DA VINCI’S MONA LISA TO MAKE HER REVEAL HER SECRET
You would need days and days to orientate and enjoy through the museum. This is why LivTours’
provides you with an expert guide and access to all the highlights.
Prepare yourself to a marvelous, unforge able journey through millennia: you will span Egyp an
an qui es, such as the giant Great Sphinx of Tanis, jewels of Greek Hellenis c sculpture, like the iconic
armless Venus de Milo and the headless Winged Victory of Samothrace, the Renaissance powerful
Rebellious Slave and Dying Slave sculptures by the genius Michelangelo, up to the modern reﬁned,
stunning Corona on of Napoleon pain ng by Jacques-Louis David.
Symbol of the Museum, Leonardo Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa stands out, despite of its small dimensions, as
one of the most famous and enigma c works ever.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Ile-de-La-Cite Tour | Walking Tour Paris
Paris urban landscape is dominated by the Seine river and the Ile-de-la-Cité, the natural island birthplace
of the city, which houses some of its most iconic monuments.

▪ ENJOY A RELAXING STROLL THROUGH PARIS TOWN CENTER WITH SKIP THE LINE ACCESS TO THE
HIGHLIGHTS
▪ CAPTURE THE CHARMING ATMOSPHERE OF THE CITY IN ILE-DE-LA-CITE AND ILE-SAINT-LOUIS
▪ BREATH PURE, REFINED BEAUTY IN FRONT OF LA SAINTE CHAPELLE AND NOTRE DAME
▪ LEARN ABOUT THE GORY DAYS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
A relaxing stroll through Ile-de-La-Cité, together with an expert LivTours’ guide, makes you madly fall in
love with the city and immerses yourself in its most charming atmosphere and most authen c spirit.
Admire famous landmarks, such as the glass pyramid in front of the Louvre Museum, star ng point of
the walk, Pont Neuf, the oldest stone bridge in Paris, or Place Dauphine, its second oldest square, as well
as magniﬁcent cult places, like the Gothic aristocra c Sainte Chapelle with its stunning stained glassed
windows and its precious relics and the iconic Notre Dame Cathedral.
French revolu on made a breakthrough in Parisian and European history. Revive that bloody period and
its darkest events passing along the Congiercerie, used as a jail for prisoners damned to the guillo ne,
among which no less than the Queen Marie Antoine e.
A er crossing Ile Saint-Louis, another charming natural island in the center of Paris, the tour ends in the
chic Marais District, where you can enjoy free me among elegant bou ques and galleries.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
* The Notre Dame Cathedral is currently closed to the public because of rebuilding works a er the 2019
ﬁre. You will admire it and learn about its wonderful architecture and decora on from afar.
Half Day Paris City Tour with River Cruise | Small Group
A stroll through Ile-de-La-Cité, the natural island in the middle of the Seine, followed by an enchan ng
river cruise is all you need to feel all the romance of the French capital and immerse yourself in its
reﬁned charm.
▪ ENJOY A RELAXING STROLL THROUGH ILE-DE-LA-CITE DISTRICT
▪ CAPTURE THE CHARMING ATMOSPHERE OF PARIS
▪ WONDER AT THE REFINED BEAUTY OF LA SAINTE CHAPELLE AND NOTRE DAME
▪ CRUISE ACROSS THE RIVER SEINE
▪ MARVEL AT THE MAJESTY OF PARIS ICON - THE EIFFEL TOWER
Immerse yourself in Paris atmosphere and walk through its town center, across the island which was its
birthplace, to enjoy some of the most famous landmarks of the capital: Pont Neuf, its oldest stone
bridge, and Place Dauphine, its second oldest square, the Gothic aristocra c Sainte Chapelle with its
stunning stained glassed windows and the magniﬁcent Notre Dame Cathedral.
At the end of the walk, embark on an unforge able, roman c journey on the sightseeing Seine river
cruise. Savor a delicious French chocolate ﬁlled crepe while you pass along renowned wonders, like the
Les Invalides complex or the Musée d’Orsay, treasury of Impressionism art.
The naviga on ends at the city icon, the Eiﬀel Tower, 19th century wrought-iron masterpiece.
* The Notre Dame Cathedral is currently closed to the public because of rebuilding works a er the 2019
ﬁre. You will admire it and learn about its wonderful architecture and decora on from afar.

BARCELONA
Flamenco & Tapas Barcelona Experience
Do not just visit Barcelona, live it! Enjoy its atmosphere, cultural richness, inven ve architecture, but
absolutely take a plunge into its most authen c side and experience a night out on the town with a local
expert guide. This is an historical, cultural and culinary experience which will be etched on your
memories forever.
▪ EXPLORE BARCELONA’S GOTHIC QUARTER AND NIGHTLIFE
▪ EXPERIENCE THE POWERFUL SOUND AND RHYTHM OF A TRADITIONAL FLAMENCO SHOW
▪ TASTE THE DELICIOUS LOCAL TAPAS
▪ LET BARCELONA’S VIBRANT MOOD WARM UP YOUR HEART AND SOUL
Walk the streets of the ancient Gothic Quarter neighborhood with a local guide, from San Jaume Square
along the many art galleries, museums, shops and bars of the area, and learn how Barcelona dis nc ve
culture is the result of an extraordinary braiding of Roman, Jewish, Gothic and Spanish inﬂuences. This is
also true for Barcelona culinary tradi on, but with an excep on: the tapas ritual, the tradi on of tas ng
appe zers prepared and served to be eaten with friends, is typical of Spain. Do jus ce to such a great
social habit and learn about it while sharing a marvelous tas ng experience with your guide in two
delicious tapas bars.
A er exploring Barcelona’s vibrant heart, enjoy its beat and a end a live ﬂamenco show with tradi onal
dance and dress in an historical city center venue, pampered by a glass of vino nto from local vineyards.

*This experience is oﬀered as a small group or private experience
Barcelona Evening Tours
As the night comes and the daily rou ne leaves room to a vibrant movida, Barcelona shining beauty
takes a magic irresis ble allure. Explore its highlights in the comfort of a chauﬀeured vehicle together
with your top-rated guide.
▪ ENJOY THE MAGIC OF BARCELONA AT NIGHT
▪ EXPLORE THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CITY WITH THE COMFORT OF A CHAFFEURED VEHICLE
▪ LEARN ABOUT GAUDI’S ONIRIC ARCHITECTURE AND HIS PASSION FOR NATURAL SYMBOLISM
▪ REACH THE SEASIDE AND BREATH THE RECHARGING SMELL OF THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA
Placa Catalunya is considered the heart of Barcelona, the architectural and cultural link between the old
and the new city. The tour starts from here, to meet Gaudi’s most astonishing crea ons, the mul colored
Casa Batlò, la Pedrera with its curving limestone façade, and his greatest masterpiece, la Sagrada Familia,
a magniﬁcent mys c combina on of Gothic and Art Nouveau styles le unﬁnished at the death of the
architect and set for comple on in 2026.
LivTours’ luxury vehicle will then take you to the seaside, to explore La Barceloneta quarter and the port
and the modern residen al neighborhood of the Olympic Village and, to end in beauty, to the hilltop of
Montjuic, which oﬀers stunning views of the city and the colorful nightlight show of the so-called “Magic
Fountain”.

*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Barcelona Picasso Walking Tour with VIP Access to Fine Arts School Exclusive Access
Explore Barcelona on the footsteps of Pablo Picasso and explore Pablo Picasso’s life and career through
his contribu ons in shaping the culture and the art of the city.
▪ ENJOY A IN-DEPTH TOUR ON PABLO PICASSO’S AMAZING ART AND CAREER
▪ GET PRIVILEGED EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO THE FINE ARTS SCHOOL WHERE PICASSO STUDIED AS A BOY
▪ VISIT PABLO PICASSO MUSEUM

Walk in the same steps of Pablo Picasso, one of the most inﬂuen al ar sts of the 20th century and revive
his forma ve years and early career in Barcelona, with a stroll through the lively ar s c Born
neighborhood to the magniﬁcent 14th century Basilica of Santa Maria del Mar and the Picasso Museum,
which houses more than 4000 artworks by the genius.
The visit to the Fine Art School with LivTours’ exclusive access is the gem in the i nerary. Picasso’s father
worked there and the ar st a ended the school for four years, building here his ﬁrst revolu onary ideas
about art and society.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Early Entrance Sagrada Familia Private Tour with Tower Access
As the symbol of Barcelona and its most iconic landmark, the Sagrada Familia, masterpiece of Antoni
Gaudì, is visited by over 3 million people every year and can be very busy. With LivTours’ skip the line
early entrance you will beat the crowds and enjoy the intricate, marvelous decora on of the facade and
the mys c atmosphere inside in the morning serenity.
▪ ENJOY SKIP THE LINE EARLY ACCESS TO THE SAGRADA FAMILIA
▪ VISIT THE BASILICA WITH AN EXPERT GUIDE BY YOUR SIDE
▪ CLIMB TO THE TOP OF THE TOWER OF PASSION TO HAVE BREATHLESS VIEWS OF THE CITY
A er mee ng your guide at the Place de Guadì, you will head to the church while listening to incredible
stories on its design and building - s ll unﬁnished a er more than one hundred years! - and Gaudi’s
passion for natural symbolism and perfec on. You will learn curious anecdotes about the architect’s
work habits and his rela onship with the Japanese sculptor Etsuro Sotoo, author of many sculptures on
the Na vity Façade.
Step into the basilica and you will get overwhelmed by the extraordinary tricks of the sunlight which
enters through the colorful stained glass windows, as well as by the incredible height of the columns
which simulate an enchanted man-made forest. Its uniqueness and oniric architecture make this church
the most incredible a rac on in Barcelona.
End up by climbing, escorted by your guide, to the top of the Tower of Passion to enjoy breathless views
of the city.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour

* Children under 6 years of age are not permi ed to the top of the towers
Evening Barcelona Bike Tour
Barcelona is an eco-friendly city with over 111 miles of bike lane and over 10% of its surface dedicated to
parks. Enjoy a bike ride across it at the discovery of its most famous highlights and live an unforge able
evening experiencing the city as a local!
▪ ENJOY AN EXCITING BIKE RIDE THROUGH THE CITY
▪ RIDE ALONG BARCELONA’S HIGHLIGHTS TO FEEL THE MARVELOUS EVENING ATMOSPHERE
▪ END UP YOUR DAY AS LOCALS DO, WITH A GLASS TO TYPICAL SPANISH WHITE WINE AND TAPAS
Meet your guide in front of the main post oﬃce of the city to engage in an amazing ride across its most
famous districts, from the popular Barceloneta neighborhood and the Inner Harbor to the cool Olympic
Village area, the green Parc de la Ciutadella up to the former public market known as Mercat del Born,
constructed in iron, which is the largest covered square in Europe.
As a perfect end of your day, sit down and enjoy the night atmosphere and a glass of typical sparkling
white wine together with delicious tapas appe zers.
*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Gothic Quarter Walking Tour with Churros
Walk the streets of the Barcelona Gothic Quarter with a local guide and learn how the city dis nc ve
culture is indeed the result of an extraordinary braiding of Roman, Jewish, Gothic and Spanish
inﬂuences.
▪ MARVEL AT THE THOUSANDS YEARS OLD HISTORY OF BARCELONA
▪ VISIT THE GOTHIC QUARTER, MEDIEVAL JEWEL AND HEART OF THE CITY
▪ TASTE THE DELICIOUS CATALONIA’S SWEET CHURROS & CHOCOLATE
The Gothic Quarter represents the vibrant heart of the city, in the old town center, where most of the
crucial moments in its history took place and most of its archaeological and historical jewels are.
Strolling through its narrow winding streets while LivTours’ guide tells you anecdotes and curious facts
will make you revive the atmosphere of the Medieval town and the fascina ng mul cultural and
mul faceted history of the city.
The tour starts at the Barcelona Cathedral, as known as the Cathedral of St. Eulalia, famous for the
reﬁned elegance of its Gothic architecture, the beau ful stained glass windows and the charming views
from its bell tower.
You will then meet the Church of Sant Felip Neri, a hidden gem unknown to most travelers which marks
the entrance to the Jewish Quarter, home to one of the oldest synagogues in Europe.
From Plaza Sant Jaume, seat of Barcelona City Hall, a short walk will bring you to the Temple of Augustus,
dedicated to the founder of the Roman empire, and to Plaza de Rei, where, according to tradi on, Queen
Isabella met with Cristoforo Colombo a er his ﬁrst journey to the New World.
At the end of your tour, stop for a taste of local life and culinary tradi on and enjoy delicious churros –
fried dough pastry – with hot chocolate.

*This tour is oﬀered as a small group or private tour
Private Barcelona Boat Tour | VIP Sailing Experience
This VIP sailing experience gives you the extraordinary opportunity to have a break from city life, hot
temperatures, and mul tudes of visitors to indulge instead in the luxurious pleasure of a ﬁrst-class
mari me adventure and a relaxing half day surrounded by the turquoise waters of the Mediterranean,
caressed by the sun and the marine breeze.
▪ ENJOY THE LUXURY TO SAIL OFF AND NAVIGATE WITH YOUR PRIVATE CERTIFIED SKIPPER
▪ SWIM AND GO SNORKELING INTO THE CRYSTAL CLEAR WATERS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
▪ GET AMAZING VIEWS OF BARCELONA’S COASTLINE
▪ PAMPER YOURSELF WITH A GLASS OF SPANISH WHITE WINE AND TAPAS
Your private expert skipper will meet you at the Olympic Port and escort you to your vessel to sail to the
best snorkeling spots on the Barcelona coast and the best views of the city skyline from a unique
perspec ve that most people do not get to enjoy.
You will spend memorable hours immersed in nature dedicated to refreshing dips into the crystal clear
waters of the Mediterranean, sunbathing or snorkeling in search for local marine life, and end with a
luxury farewell, a glass of typical sparkling white wine and some delicious tapas before heading back.
Private Day Trip to Girona & Dali Museum in Figueres | Full Day from Barcelona
Barcelona is a magical city, with plenty of a rac ons, ar s c, cultural and culinary wonders. However, it
is worth planning your days in the city wisely and also ﬁnd me to explore the beau ful surroundings.
Easily reachable by train, Girona & Figueres are perfect des na ons for a day around, away from bustling
urban life.
▪ ENJOY A DAY AWAY FROM BUSTLING URBAN LIFE
▪ EXPLORE THE MULTICULTURAL BEAUTY OF GIRONA
▪ HAVE A RELAXING LUNCH BREAK ON YOUR OWN IN A TYPICAL GIRONA RESTAURANT
▪ WALK THROUGH SALVADOR DALI’S HOMETOWN AND LEARN HOW HIS PASSION FOR ART AND
ODDITIES BEGAN
Your day begins with a lovely train ride to Girona, where you will meet your LivTours’ private guide and
start a marvelous journey in me, back to the Medieval period, when the city served as a fortress and
was surrounded by massive defensive walls, s ll well preserved. You will then visit the eclec c Cathedral,
characterized by a both Romanesque and Gothic design, the Arab Baths, where Roman, Arab and Jewish
culture meet in perfect harmony, and the 12th century Jewish quarter.
A er a delicious lunch break at your own pace, board again the train escorted by your guide to reach the
city of Figueres, birthplace of the surrealist ar st Salvador Dali, and once there marvel at the incredible
shape of the Dali Museum, designed by the ar st himself, and the extraordinary amount of pain ngs by
the ar st housed there.
* LivTours will take care of purchasing your train ckets and sending you all the detailed logis cal
informa on you may need for the trip

Private Full Day Montserrat Tour & Penedès Region Wine Tas ng
A full day trip to Monserrat Monastery and the Penedés Region is a perfect choice for those who want to
escape for one day from Barcelona’s bustling urban life and explore the beauty of the Catalan
countryside.
▪ PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR PICK-UP AND DROP OFF AT YOUR HOTEL IN BARCELONA
▪ EARLY SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE TO THE MAJESTIC SITE OF MONTSERRAT MONASTERY
▪ ENJOY SPECTACULAR VIEWS FROM THE SUMMIT POINT OF THE CATALAN LOWLANDS
▪ VISIT A FAMILY-RUN VINEYARD IN THE PENEDES REGION AND ENJOY A LOCAL WINE TASTING
▪ SAVOR A DELICIOUS TYPICAL LUNCH OF TAPAS
Early in the morning, a private chauﬀeur will pick you up at your hotel in Barcelona so that you could
enter the monastery before the crowds and perceive all its holiness and beauty. Its natural se ng is
stunning. Nestled among rock pinnacles, in the summit point of the Catalan lowlands and with
spectacular views on the surroundings, it is a perfect pilgrimage site, especially famous for the venerated
miraculous statue of the dark Virgin of Montserrat and the Boys’ Choir who have been performing
Gregorian chants for centuries.
Once the sacred is done, move to the profane and enjoy a pleasant drive through the cava wine hills
known as the Penedès region to reach a family-run vineyard and enjoy a fantas c wine tas ng, before
having an amazing lunch with tapas and heading back to Barcelona.
Private VIP Gaudi Tour Barcelona o Small Group
“A fool or a genius? Time will show”. With these words, the director of the Barcelona Higher School of
Architecture a ended by Antoni Gaudì commented his just obtained degree. Listen to this and the many
more anecdotes and stories narrated by your private guide about the life and career of this talented
architect, father of Catalan modernism, while you explore Barcelona by feet or in the back of a private
luxury van in search for Gaudì’s greatness.
▪ VIP IN-DEPTH TOUR OF GAUDI’S MASTERPIECES IN BARCELONA
▪ LEARN ABOUT GAUDI’S ONIRIC ARCHITECTURE AND HIS PASSION FOR NATURAL SYMBOLISM
▪ SKIP THE LINE ENTRANCE TO THE SAGRADA FAMILIA
▪ STRAIGHT ACCESS TO PARK GUELL
The Passeig de Gracia area, in the town center, houses most of Gaudi’s marvels: the iconic Casa Batlo’
with its striking façade inspired by nature and Catalan mythology, the curvilinear limestone Pedrera, and
Casa Vicens, considered one of the ﬁrst examples of Art Nouveau architecture, recently reopened to the
public a er years of restora on.
A er visi ng them, enjoy a skip the line entrance to Gaudi’s greatest masterpiece, la Sagrada Familia,
which is visited by over 3 million people a year as the symbol of Barcelona and its most iconic landmark.
Step into the basilica and astonish at the tricks of the sunlight entering through the colorful stained glass
windows and at the incredible height of the columns which simulate an enchanted man-made forest.
They are the clearest proof of Gaudi’s passion for natural symbolism and perfec on.
Fabulous, oniric, dreamlike, Park Guell was designed by the architect as a public park that mixes gardens
and colorful man-made elements resembling nature. Its elevated loca on makes this the perfect place to
end your a ernoon at the discovery of Gaudi and catch one of Barcelona’s vibrant sunsets.

Private Girona Day Trip from Barcelona | Half Day with Train
If you are looking for a half day away from Barcelona’s urban life and wish to immerse yourself in the
relaxing beauty of the Catalan countryside, Girona is a perfect des na on. History, art, beauty can be
seen in every color, cornerstone and quarter of this charming city.
▪ ENJOY A TRAIN RIDE TO THE CATALAN COUNTRYSIDE
▪ EXPLORE THE MULTICULTURAL BEAUTY OF GIRONA
▪ TASTE VERY TYPICAL LOCAL FOOD
Your day begins with a lovely train ride to Girona, where you will meet your LivTours’ private guide and
start a marvelous journey in me, back to the Medieval period, when the city served as a fortress and
was surrounded by massive defensive walls, s ll well preserved. You will then visit the eclec c Cathedral,
characterized by a both Romanesque and Gothic design and a wonderful cloister, the Arab Baths, where
Roman, Arab and Jewish culture meet in perfect harmony, and the 12th century Jewish quarter.
Before boarding the train back to Barcelona, enjoy a delicious lunch with typical local dishes, as the
famous “bo farra”, a sweet sausage made with apples.
* LivTours will take care of purchasing your train ckets and sending you all the detailed logis cal
informa on you may need for the trip

